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Summertime
A complete rec~p of the last three
months of UCF Athletics - _SEESPORTS,A6
Education

Med school
goes green

BATTLE
@FTHE
.,

Sixteen years after Barbie dolls declared,
"Math dass is tough!"girls are proving
that,at math, they are just as tough as
boys. In the largest study of its kind, girls
measured up ,o boys in math in every
grade,from semnd through 11th.The
research was rele ed Thursday in the
jouma Sdence. ·

Pond scum.The thought typically evokes
images that leave most people cringing,
but It may one day occupy an important
role in the nation's energy supply.
Algae, thought ofas pond scum by many
people, is an intriguing biofuel prospect,
some researchers and entrepreneurs say.
~lgae does not need arable land, grows
quickly and according to experts has low
impact on the environment.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

·

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
OCFNEWS to 44636.

,,

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

AGOOD RESUME IS THE
PATHWAY TO FINDING A
FULFILLING JOB IN LIFE
~earn to design a resume, cover letter
and other busines~ correspondence
for the job you want at a session by
Career Services.The session ·is today at
3 p.rn. in the Career Service office. Call
407-823-2361 for more information.

~

LOCAL &STATE, A2

EMPLOYEES TOLD BY
FEDERAL JUDGES THAT.
GUNS AT WORK ARE OK
Employees with concealed weapons
permits can keep guns locked in their
cars at work in Florida, but businesses
are allowed to prohibit customers
from bringing firearms on their
property, a federal judge has ruled. The
state law took effect on July 1.

NATION &WORLD, A4

MODERATE SIZED
EARTHQUAKE SHAKES
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Despite shaking a large swath of
Southern California, a magnitude-5.4
earthquake was not the "Big One"that
scientists have long feared. Still, it
rattled nerves, causing people to vow
!O step up emergency preparations.
~
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Contributing Writer

An Obama flier in the Demoaat's tent blows in the breeze. Student Democrats and Republicans asked students to register to vote on Monday.
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BRIANNE BARTA'

MELISSA CHADBOURNE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Strives for LEED
silver certification
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DECLARE
YOURSELF
MARY CRISTOBAL

FLORIDA VOTER
REGISTRATION
YOU MUST:
Be acitizen ofthe United States.

Be a legal resident of both Florida and of the county in which you seek
to be registered.
Be 18 years old (you may pre-register if you are 17).

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: 29 days before any election
St.ate Election Web site: election.dos.state.fl.us/
SOS Web site:www.dos.state.fl.us/
-WWW.DECLAREYOURSELF.COM

with Obama's campaign symbol replacing the "O" in bro,
and a McCain poster that was
almost as big as their terit.
Vice President of College
Republicans Josh Johnson
stood behind his party's presumed candidate, while he
stood pehind the big McCain
poster that provided shade
from tj:ie scorching sun.
.
"Since they're having an
event, which is voter's registration drive, it's always good
to have both sides," Johnson
said. ''We originally didn't
have anything planned until
we found out they had something planned
·
"We did the same thing.
You have to have both sides. I

UCF officer joins
narcotics .task force
MARK SCHAUB
Contributing Writer

A UCF police officer has
been selected as. an agent for

the Metropolitan Bureau of
Investigation and will report
for duty September L
MBI is a law enforcement
task force comprised of 14
local, state and federal agencies, including the UCF Police
Department. Its investigations
are focused on narcotics, vice
and organized crime. UCF
Police Chief Richard Beary,
responsible for adding his
department to the. collection
of agencies, said it's an efficient way to expand their
duties.
"The thought process with
us joining
I] is it's a force-

[Mf

multiplier for us,'' said Beary,
who is also a part of the MBI
governing board "If I put one
body in there, I get the collective work of dozens of agents
in return."
Beary said the other critical
reason for joining MBI is that,
since he's been at UCF, every
violent crime that's taken
place on campus or on UCF
property has been drug-related.

.

"So if we're going to deal
with that issue, then the way to
do it is through this task force
concept where we can use that
force-multiplier," Beary said
The UCF officer will be a
narcotics agent; said Wtlliam
Lutz, director of MBL In fact.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A5

UCF is joining the nation in
an effort to go green by expecting the College of Medicine at
Lake Nona to reach the Leadership in Energy and Environmental besign silver certification standards. ·
Regardless of hefty budget
cuts and a struggling economy,
UCF President John Hitt
announced last year that all
new university constrqction
will still strive to meet at least
the LEED silver rating.
. The LEED certification
standards were developed by
the United States Green Buildmg Council in 1998. It is a rating system designed to award
points for each construction or
design element that meets the
standards of L.EED's environmentally friendly checklist of

PLEASE SEE

BUILDING ON A2

clinic assists
in stroke therapy

)

Contributing Writer

Republicans and Democrats gathered in front of the
Student Union for a voters'
registration drive on the last '-Monday of Summer B.
''We're nonpartisan when
we're registering people to
vote,'' said College Democ. rats Vice President Ben King.
"Everyone without an Obama
shirt on should be holding a
clipboard."
Arielle Williams wore a
shirt that read "vote" with an
image of the Earth replacing
the letter "o.'' Williams, a
member of UCf Students for
Obama and College Democrats, balanced a clip board
with voters' registration
applications and a Smoothie
King cup as she asked
passersby if they.re registe:i;ed
1 tovote.
"I believe in :voters' registration. I believe in rights. I
just want to see you out
there,'' Williams sai<L. .
Both parties' supporters
had their blue-roofed event
tent set up adjacent from the
Student Union. The Obama
supporters held posters that
read, "Vote for Change,"
"Barack the Vote" and
"Obama '08.'' The McCain
supporters hung a poster that
read, "Don't Tax Me, Bro"

UCF Demsand
Reps spoke with
students a.bout
voting

.

prerequisites. Once the points
are totaled, silver, gold or platinum certification can be
awarded. If certified, the project will receive a LEED plaque
signifying that it has met the
nationally accepted criteria for
sustainable buildings.
"From our department, -we
are very excited about these
projects reaching LEED silver,''
said Dave Norvell, director of
Sustainability and Energy
Management. "These projects
will use substantially less energy and water than their predecessors. They will also be
cleaner, healthier buildings for ·
·the faculty, staff and students."
When complete, the College of Medicine will be
equipped with a highly reflective roof that reduces heat and
is more.energy efficient. It will
also have preferred parking for
low-emitting, . fuel-efficient
vehicles. To ensure indoor air
quality, low-emitting adhe-

remember hearing people .students, parents and faculty
members come up sometimes - . ask us. I've known
some of the Democrats I've
talked to. They've asked them
too, 'where is the other side?'
People like to see both sides
· going out here ... It's about
balance, really."
Senior and environmental
engineering major Wyatt
Champion registered with
Wtlliams.
"It was very convenient,"
said Champion when asked
about what he t;hought of
being approached with a
voter's registration application. He also said he liked
PLEASE SEE

GROUPS ON A5

DONALD THOM.ANN
Staff Writer

Imagine falling into. unconsciousness without. warning.
Your body begins to seize violently. You can't feel it and you
can't stop it, eventually regaining consciousness in a hospital
bed surrounded by doctors
~d· nurses. Remember nothing ofthe incident, you've literally lost the ability to communicate with those around you.
That is how Uriah Nelson, a
recent stroke survivor in ongoing
rehabilitative
care,
described his stroke.
Nelson is one of the three
stroke survivors taking part in
the intensive aphasia therapy
program · being
offered
through the UCF Communication Disoroers Clinic. Aphasia
is the loss .of the ability to
speak and understand spoken
and written language, and it is
a common after-effect of a
stroke.
The therapy program is
designed to re-teach stroke
survivors how to speak and
write. Through therapy work
with trained cliniciahs and
aspiring students, and.through

SPEECH DISORDERS AND
LANGUAGE DISORDERS
SPEECH DISORDERS

Articulation disorders indude
difficulties producing sounds in
syllables or saying words incorrectly.
Fluency disorders, the condition in
which ttle flow of speech is
interrupted-by abnonnai stoppages.

• Resonance or voice disorders indude
problems with the pitch, volume, or
quality of the voice.
LANGUAGE DISORDERS

Receptive d°isorders refer to difficulties
understanding or processing
language.
Expressive disorders Include difficulty
putting words together, limited
voc.abulary.
- KIDSHEALTH.ORG

interaction with strangers in
the commtfnity, these stroke
patients are slowly regaining
their communication skills.
Janet Whiteside is the clinical educator in_the department
and head of the therapy program. She said the community
work is what really pushes the
patients to succeed
"What we do in the theraPLEASE SEE

PATIENTS ON A5

Knightro competes in games
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer

UCF's
own
mascot
Knightro was one of the nearly
30 mascots to compete at the
16th annual Celebrity Mascot
Games that was held July 24
through July 26 at Stetson University and Amway Arena
About 7,500 mascot fans
attended the event.
Other mascots from Florida
that competed on the weekendlong event included Stanley C.
Panther from the Florida Panthers, Klaw from the Orlando
Predators, Sebastian from the
University of Miami, Raymond
from the Tampa Bay Rays and
Albert and Alberta Alligator
from the University of Florida
Stwl: the magi.cal dragon who
acts as the mascot for the
Orlando Magic, hosted the
event.
)

,, /

SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

UCF mascot Knightro participates in the 16th annual Celebrity Mascot Games at Amway
Arena July 24 through July 26. Nearty 30 mascots..and 7,500 fans attended the event.

Featuring a wide range of
mascots representing football.
basketball. baseball and hockey
teams from both collegiate and
professional sports teams all
across the country, the Celebrity Mascot Games has been a
staple ofentertainment for children and adults for over a

dec.tde and a half in the Central
Florida area
Presented by the Central
Florida Sports Corrunil?sion,
the Celebrity Mascot Games
benefits New Hope for Kids, an
Orlando-based charity organiPLEASE SEE

COSTUMES ON A3
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AROUND
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News and notices for
the UCF community

A resume is the pathway to ajob
Learn to design . a resume,
cover letter and other business
correspondence targeted for the
job you want at a session by
Career Services.
Students will learn how to
create a resume online. The session begins at 3 p.m. today in the
Career Services office.
' Call 407-823-2361 for more
information ·

1

UCF students launch.project planning Web site

1

The next collective bargaining session between the UCF
Board ofTh.tstees and the United
Faculty of Florida will take place
on Friday, August 4 at 11:30 a.m.
United Faculty of Florida represents faculty and stafffor Florida public universities. The session is in Millican Hall, Room
.360.
.
Call 407-823-1550 for more
information

Play in the m!Jd for agood cause
Tnne is running out to register for the largest mud volleyball
tournament on the east coast.
The event, hosted 9y the
March of Dimes, is at the Lee
\/1.sta Center on August 23, but
you must register before August
. 1.
Call 407-599-5077 for more
,•information

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Employees given approval from federal judge to bring guns in cars
JACKSONVIl.LE _ Employees with concealed weapons permits can keep guns locked in
their cars at work in Florida. but
businesses are allowed to prohibit customers from bringing
firearms on their property, a federal judge has ruled.
The Florida Chamber of
Commerce and the Florida Retail
Federation, which challenged the
state law that took effect July 1,
huddled with their lawyers Tuesday to understand the split decision by U.S. District Judge Robert
Hinkle in Tallahassee and decide
whether they should challenge it.
Rick McAllister, president
and CEO of the retail federation,
_saicfhe doesn't believe his organization will appeal
.
However, Marion Hammer, a
spokeswoman for the National ·
Rifle Association, called Monday's decision "a huge win for the
people."
·
· The NRA pushed for the law's
passage in the last legislative session, citing the Second Amendment, which protects the rights
of citizens to carry weapons.
Attorney General Bill McCollum's office does not plan to
appeal, spokeswoman Sandi

LOCAL ON A4

CORRECfION

GroupTable.com held its first oncampus event to help promote the site
July21
The event was held in front of the
Student Union, where the team and
some supporters joined them to pass out
pilla to students who chose to register.
To register, students select their '
school and enter their classes, allowing
them to connect with other students
enrolled in them, and gain the ability to
form or join groups for studying or for
projects. Information sheets and coastMAX BEHRMAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ers were also passed out.
UCF students David Brim, left, and Carl Henderson are two of the three creators of GroupTable.com, aWeb site that
GroupTable.com is an online collab-. helps·students with group projects. GroupTable held its first on-campus event to help promote the site July 21.
oration tool created to assist student
groups with document management, doing their part. All of the files and fold- to help businesses ·that are just starting
communication, organization and proj- ers are stored in one location, which out avoid mistakes. So far, 26 businesses
ect planning. It was founded by UCF stu- .allows all members of the group to stay . have graduated from the program and
dents David Brim, Carl Henderson and organized.
are all still up and running.
Scott Wall.
GroupTable.com has won the anriual
'There is about an 80 percent to 85
Being business majors, these stu- business plan competition two of the percent success rate for businesses in
dents quickly learned how difficult it is three years that it has taken place. the incubation program," O'Neal said
to bring groups of people together to Wmning teams are given a year in the
GroupTable.com is free for users.
work on projects and group assignments UCF Technology Incubator, which pro- They bring in their revenue through
when everyone is running on a different vides office space, conference rooms, sponsors and have every intention of .
· and most importantly, coaching and keeping the basics free. The team is in
schedule.
"It's a challertge to bring -everyone mentoring. The team also won $5,000 the process: of creating enhancements
together, and often times when you do for each~
and applications to allow the product to ·
there are a lot of distractions and nothThere are 'five to eight experienced be more versatile and appeal to people
ing is accomplished," Brim said, the co- entrepreneurs that judge the competi- in the business world as well as students.
founder and product manager for tion Each team has a limited amount of
Brim, Henderson and Wall have been
GroupTable.com. The statewide launch time to present their business plan
working hard to reach out to high
ofthe product will take place this fall and
"We look for an attractive business schools and middle schools, as well and
by spring the team plans to spread opportunity that is well articulated," said are trying their best to create a beneficial
nationwide.
'
Tom O'Neal, the vice president of environment for everyone.
On the site, groups are able to create research at UCF. 'We look for a team
''It's about helping people," said Hento-do lists and share ideas through mes- · that can do what they say they want to derson,
the
developer
for
sages and chat rooms. Files can be do and also.have passion and enthusi- GroupTable.com.
uploaded and shared and deadlines can asm"
For more information on GroupTbe assigned for different aspects of the
The Technology Incubator has about able or.to register, visit www.GroupTworkload to ensure that everyone is ~ clients and provides a lot ofguidance able.com.

Building will be upto LEED standards
being more energy and is complete, we hope to use it
water efficient. Chatila is to raise interest for the projsives, paints, sealants and currently managing the con- ect and .eventually raise
carpet will be used through- struction of the College of funding to build the center."
Last September, UCF's
out the building. Ten percent Medicine which is expected
Ceriter for Energy and Susof the building materials are to open in fall 2009.
Although many local gov- tainability released its first
made from recycled content
and were extracted and man- ei;nments are now requiring Greenhouse Gas Report. It
ufactured 500 miles or less that new construction meets revealed which sources profrom the construction site. LEED standards, in UCF's duced the mos carbon
This helps limit the energy case it was a decision made dioxide emissions n camused to transport supplies by Hitt and his drive to pr;o- pus. UCF hopes to reduce its
energy consumption up to
mote a greener campus.
over long distances.
"If students see that the 20 percent in all education
Of the waste generated
during construction, at least administration is working to and · general buildings on
50 percent will be recycled. make our campus better for campus by 2010. New LEED
Additionally, all mechanics the environment, we'll Want buildings can help make this
in the College of Medicine, to contribute, too," said Tony goal possible.
Aiming for LEED stansuch as the air conditioning Muniz, an engineering
dards is not the only way
and heating/cooling sys- major. "It is a group effort."
So far, there are 13 proj- UCF is partaking -in the
tems, are non-ozone depleting. Each of these advances ects in Florida that have 1 "going green" phenomenon
UCF became the first uniearn. points to bring the achieved the LEED silver
building one step closer to · certification arid eight have versity in the state to install a
obtaining LEED silver certi- reached gold There are cur- green roof in 2005. Florida
rently no platinum awarded native plants ori top of the
fication
One of the three LEED buildings in the state; howev- Student Union's 1,600accredited professionals at er, UCF announced in June square-foot expansion help
UCF, Maher Chatila, said tha~ the Sustainability Cen- . conserve energy and reduce
that the extra cost to make · ter on the main campus will storm ;water runoff. Since
then, UCF has helped other
the buildings more environ- pursue the designation
"The Sustainability Cen- cities adopt green roofs,
mentally sensitive,is about 3
percent, but the cost will be ter is just entering program- including Sarasota and Sanrecovered from the savings ming phase," Norvell said. ford In hopes of furthering
the buildings will achieve by "Once a ·preliminary design their cause, the Stormwater
FROM

A1

.In the June 24, 2008 issue of
the Central Florida Future, in the
article titled ''Rowing Home," an
error of fact was made. The mistake was due to an editing error.
The next rowing season will be
the inaugural season in the new
boathouse, not altogether.
We at the Central Florida
Ji'uture are dedicated to getting
our facts straight. If you see an
error in a story, please e-mail it to
Corrections.CFF@gmail.com.

SCATTERED
T-STORMS

High:88°
Low:76°

•
•

Management Academy is
researching ways to make
green roofs more affordable
and better protected from
strong winds.
'We are currently looking
toward state-wide incentives
to help pay for green roofs,"
said Martin Wanielista,
d4'ector of the Stormwater
Management Academy. "In
New York City, the government pays $6 per-squarefoot. Shallower depths also
make green 'roofs less costly."
Students living h~re on
campus can participate in an
eco-friendly competition .
between residence halls,
hosted by UCF's housing
and energy offices this February. The residence halls
that reduce their energy consumption the most compared to last year's statistics
can win free food, gift ·certificates and scholarships.
But students don't have to
:wait until February to make
an impact. For more information and tips on how to
help the environment and
contribute to a greener
lifestyle,
please
visit
www.sustainable.ucf.edu.

TODAY IN DETAIL

Fridiiy

Today: A 60-percent chance of show-

T-STORMS

ers and thunderstorms. Southwest
wind at 12 mph.
Tonight: Showers into the evening.
West southwest wind around 11
mph.

Sat~rday
T-STORMS
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Are you interested in an exciting career?
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

•
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Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

•

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

•
•
•
•

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
·nclude· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
1

•

•

Monthly stipend ($300-$500)
-

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airt,orce.ucf .edu

•
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, Costumes for charity Sorority holds convention in Orlando
Saturday, July 26 involved the 30
mascots being divided into
) zation that helps provides com- teams of four and competing in
prehensive services for the fam- a series ofgames that resembles
ilies with children who have events from the television show
, life-threatening illnesses.
American Gladiators. For the
'We've been doing this for first event, a relay race took
the past five years, coming out place in which the mascots bad
to the mascot games," said to climb across a series of rings
1
~thonyTran, a volunteer help- to reach an inflatable obstacle
mg out at the games on behalfof course that the mascot's teamSt. John Vianney Catholic mates must climb across · in
Church. "[The children] have a order to win.
' great time, they're here to have
For the second event of the
~ and it's enjoyable to be out day, the mascots bad to climb
here to watch them have a great across a balance beam while
. e."
tim
mascots from the opposing
The rambunctious behavior team would swing on ropes, tryof Vancouver Canucks mascot, ing to knock the mascot off
Fin, got a little too rowdy.
before it could reach across the
>
"I almost had to eject 'Fin; finish line. The third and the
but he calmed down a little bit fourth event resembled the
there," said Celebrity Mascot events ''.Assault" and "PowerGames referee Downtown Billy ball" from .American Gladiators.
The final event of the day
' Brown, a
jockey from
Sunny 105.9·
was described by Celebrity
"When yo 're in a sport it's Mascot
Games
attendee
physical, and sometimes the Gabriel Mincey, age 8. He
physical gets ead of.the men- descnbed the most fun part. of
tal and somebody has to reel the day as being ''the part where
them back in," Brown said "But they hit each other," and
, that's what sports is all about, involved mascots from the four
you have fun, you give no per- teams attempting to knock their
cent and you hope nobody gets competitors off of a platform by
hurt."
.
just using pugil sticks.
·
Downtown Billy Brown was
The New Hope For Kids
one of the two guest celebrity charity organizatj.on can be
referees of the event
reached at www.newhopeThe mascot games held on forkids.com.
FROM A1
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JONATHAN HOHENSEE
StaffWriter

More than 15,000 women
from across the globe gathered
at the Orange County Convention Center July 24-30 for the
49th National Convention of
the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
"The exciting part is to be
among all the sorority members, all my sisters here in
Orlando, Florida ·- and also to
take care of the business of our sorority," said Tawnya Crockett, a Delta Sigma Theta meinber from Hattiesburg, Miss.
JOHANNA STEWART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"Ir's alwa~ a good time to Tiffany Adams sings the Delta's song at the 49th Delta Sigma Theta.S.ororlty National
come every other year for our Convention. The convention was held at the Orange County Convention Center July 24-30.
convention, and then in the
odd years we come together ment such as a gospel concert, • winning singer Brian McKfor our regional conferences super step show and a "shop- night, and HGTV host Lauren
together, but we love getting ping time" event where atten- Lake, who was the keynote
together, seeing someone we dees of the convention were speaker for the convention's
haven't seen since the last con- taken on shopping tours around collegiate luncheon.
. vention, so it's a great feeling," Orlando.
The theme of the collegiate
A majority of the Delta luncheon, which was held on
said Crockett.
Although the event officially Sigma Theta members walked Saturday, was "Fit for the fight
collegians commit for
began last Thursday, the open- the convention hall wearing ing ceremonies of the conven- red and white dresses - the change," and featured, in addition began Friday. Throughout official colors of the sorority- tion to a speech by Lauren
the six-day event, the Delta and carried with them fashion- Lake, a fashion show, poetry
Sigma Theta sorqrity held elec- able handbags that where pro- recitals, a musical selection _b y
Tiffany Adams and an
tions to pick leadership -for the vided for the sorority sisters.
· Gelebrities at the conven- acknowledgement of the Delta
sorority, a trade show and a
career fair. More lighthearted tion included 16-year-olcl saxo- GEMs, where at-risk teen girls
events, which were offered phone play~r B.K. · J~ckson; w:ere given free laptops on
throughout the week, included American Idpl winner Fantasia behalf of the Microsoft and
numerous outlets for entertain- Barrino,
Grariuny-a~ard- Dell corporations.

Delta Sigma Theta was
founded in 1913 at Howard University in Washington, D.C. by
22 former members of Alpha
Kappa Alpha - the first black
sorority - who wanted to take
their organization into a social,
change-orientated direction.
Currently, Delta Sigma Theta is
the largest black sorority, with
more than 200,000 members
and 900 chapters located all
across the world, including in
Japan, Germany and the
Republic of Korea.
Famous members of the
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
include singer Natalie Cole,
former astronaut Joan Higginbotham, Academy Award
nominee Ruby Dee Davis and
Ericka Dunlap, UCF alumna
and winner of the 2004 Miss
America pageant
"I'm here with my wife. _
She's a member of the Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, so she's
in the convention and we made
a family vacation out ofthis. So,
we are here for both vacation
and the conference,'' said Ellis
Stevens from Highland, Calif.,
in reference to his wife Donna
Thompson Stevens.
"I love Orlando, and we '
were here about three years
ago~ We love Florida, it's a
great state to visit," Stevens
said

Master's Degree Programs
Complete most programs in 14 months
Transfer in 9-:12 semester hours

Bac~elor'~ Degree Completion Prograrps
Transfer in up to'98 semester hours
No CLAST or foreign language requirements

·

,
North Orlando
Sanlando ,Center • 2180 W S.R. 434, Suite 5100 • Longwood, FL 32779

.

407-869-8111

South Orlando
Westwood Corporate Center• 6750 Forum Drive, Suite 300 • Orlando, FL 32821
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Knights Plan Membership ............ $1870.99/ em.
Includes unllmlt d me ls & $100 Fl xBucks.
Pri·c per me l: only $4.2& lb11Hd on 23 mialu Wij@kl
ANY 15 Membership .............. ~ .... , $1,706.99/sem.
Includes 15 meals/w k & $200 Fl xBuck1.
Av r ges 2-3 m al day. Prlc: p r m -l: only SI.II .

ANY 10 Membership ........·... :........ $1,642.99/

m.

lnclud s 10 m als/we k & $300 Fl1xBuck1.

Averages·1a2 meals a day. Pric per m al: only $6.87
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Pegasus Block 150 ...................... $1,042. 99/s m.

Includes 150 meals/semest r & $100 FlexBucka.
Averages 9 meals/week. Price p rm ab only $1.90

Pegasus Block 100 ......................... $877.99/sem.
Includes 100 meals/sem st r & $200 Fl1xBuck1.
Averages 6 meals/week. Price per me t: only $6.37

Pegasus Block 50 ........................... $674.99/sem.
Includes 50 meals/semester & $300 FllxBt.1ck1.
Averages 3 m als/week. Price per meal: only $7.04
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Director of Arkansas program
being investigated resigns

•

•

MONTICELLO, Ark. The director of the Southeast Arkansas Education Service Cooperative resigned
Monday, · as state officials
continued .to investigate
whether ·the agency ·pressured teachers to inflate high
school students' grades.
Bruce Terry submitted his
resignation at the cooperative's board meeting Monday. Terry's resignation
comes after· the Arkansas
Department of Education
requested a legislative audit
of the program, which provides courses to students at
40 high schools across the
state. The program uses distance learning to let students
get a head start on college
education by taking college
courses while still in high
school.
·
Current
and
former
employees of the program
told investigators that students in the early college
progr~ received higher
grades than they deserved,
that teachers were pressured
by management to change
students' grades, and that
teachers were harassed or
dismissed for refusing to
lower standards or change
grades.
"They're
fraudulently
generating grades for students," former teacher Jim
Lansburg told the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette. "They
were so diluting the standards there that I didn't want
to be a part of it. I refused to
give grades to students
(above) what they deserved,
and they didn't like that."
Another former teacher,
Susan Orenstein, told the
newspaper that cooperative
administrators told her to
pass students, even if they
didn't show up to class or
tum in coursework.
"It was a horrible thing,
and I had to walk away from
it," she said. "I didn't want to
change grades, and I wasn't
going to go along with the
party line, which is you pass
everybody."
,:_ ASSOCIATED PRESS

RICK LOOMIS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Corey Dixon sifts through deodorant to purchase from K-Mart during the aftennath of
a moderate 5.4-magnitude earthquake that was felt from Los.Angeles to San Diego.

Moderate sized earthquake
shakes southern California
CHINO HILLS, Calif.
Despite shaking a large swath
ofSouthern California. a magnitude-5.4 earthquake was not
the "Big One" that scientists
have long feared Still, it rattled nerves, causing people to
vow to step up their emergency preparations.
The quake, which rocked
the region from Los Angeles
to San Diego on Tuesday,
caused only limited damage
and minor injuries, and
served as a reminder of the
seismic danger below sprawling freeways and subdivisions.
The temblor's epicenter
was located just . outside
Chino Hills, 29 miles southeast of downtown Los Angeles in San Bernardino County,
and it was felt ·as far east as
Las Vegas. Dozens of aftershocks followed. the largest a
magnitude-3.8.
.
Chino Hills was incorporated in 1991, so much of the
construction is newer and
built to modem safety s~dards, city spokeswoman
Denise Cattern said. There
were no reports of harm in
the city of 80,000, she said,
although cell phone service in
the area was briefly disrupted
The magnitude-5.9 Whittier Narrows quake in 1987 was
the last big-shake centered in
the region. Scientists were
trying to determine which
fault ruptured Tuesday, but
they believe it is part of the
same system of faults. The
1987 earthquake heavily damaged older buildings and
houses in communities east
· of Los Angeles.
As strongly as it was felt,
Tuesday's quake was far less
powerful than the deadly
magnitude-6.7 Northridge
~arthquake that toppled
bridges and buildings in 1994.
That was the last damaging
temblor in Southern California. though not the biggest. A
71 quake struck the desert in

Democrats look for Bush
officials during committees

WASHINGTON
Across Capitol Hill, Democratic-led committees are
considering punishments
for past and present Bush
administration officials for a
range of alleged misdeeds,
from discriminating against
liberals at the Justice Department to blowing off subpoenas and lying to Congress.
The proceedings on
Wednesday are the latest
congressional review of the
White House, a constitutionally mandated power
that majority Democrats relish. But three months out
from Election Day, a lameduck Congress conducting
oversight qf a lame-duck
White House produces
mostly talk. There's little
time and less willingness to
spend the remaining five
weeks of the congressional
session doing more than
holding televised hearings to
try to convince voters that
President Bush has abused
the powers of his office.
The allegations certainly
are serious.
The Senate Judiciary ·
Committee on Wednesday
was to hear from Justice
Department Inspector General Glenn A. Fine, who
reported this week that former department officials
broke the law by letting
Bush administration politics
dictate the hiring of prosecutors, immigration judges
and other career government lawyers. The probe
springs from Justice's firings
of nine federal prosecutors
that sparked congressional
investigations .last year and
led to the resignation of
Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales.
House
and
Senate
Democrats said the findings
affirmed their contention
that career Justice employees were hired and fired
based on whether they were
1999.
.
deemed sufficiently conserThe state Office of Emer- vative, a violaj:ion of law.
gency Services in Sacramento fiouse Judiciary Committee
received scattered reports of Chairman John Conyers said
minor infrastructure damage, he was considering bringing
including broken water mains cripiinal charges against
some of the former officials
and gas lines.
named in Fine's report who
may have lied to his commitSen.Ted Stevens faces charges
of lying about accepting gifts . tee. Lying to Congress is a
WASHINGTON - The crime, but there's little
indictment ofAlaska Republi- agreement among Democcan Sen. Ted Stevens on .rats on w~ether a perjury
charges that he lied about referral against some of the
accepting gifts from an oil officials is WcU?-"anted.
contractor only adds to his
party's already bleak electoral North Korea going through
prospects in November, and worst food shortage in years
not si.J,nply because it could ·
BEIJING - Flooding
cost the GOP a Senate seat and poor harvests have
caused North Korea's worst
that should be safe.
While Stevens has vowed food crisis since the late
to fight charges and, through 1990s and have put millions
a spokesman, to move "full at risk. the United Nations'
steam ahead" with his re-elec- food agency said Wednestion bid, he's received little day.
The food shortage threatsupport from Alaska's Republican governor and no com- ens widespread malnutrime11t yet from his own· GOP tion, the World Food Proleader in the Capitol
gram said
His indictment, though,
The WFP had been given
could knock Republicans off permission to launch a new
message just as party leaders operation to target those
hoped to gain traction on one most vulnerable in eight of
ofthe few issues in which vot- the country's 10 provinces,
ers solidly side with them: or 6.4 million people, up
producing more domestic oil from a Clli-rent 12 million.
An international appeal
Stevens is the single most
prominent advocate of oil for aid would be launched in
drilling in protected areas, the next two weeks. Food aid
and charges that he took is needed to tide people over
more than a quarter-million for the next three to four
dollars worth of unreported months until the next hargifts from oil services con- vest, he said.
While 400,000 metric
tractor Veco Corp. and its
executives will play right into tons of U.S. food aid have
Democratic efforts to paint already shipped, there is an
Republicans as a party cap- urgent need for $20 million
to get through the next
tive to Big Oil
Stevens, 84, the first sitting autumn harvest, de MargU.S. senator to face federal erie said. "We are running
indictment
since
1993, against the clock here," he
declared 'Tuesday, "I am inno- said
cent of these charges and
intend to prove that."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Corporation helps CREOL
ELIASASSAI
Contributing Writer

- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Copes said
The · business
groups
claimed the law puts employees and customers at risk.
infringes on the rights of businesses and violates a federal
occupational safety law.
Mark Wtlson, the Florida
Chamber preside~ and CEO,
called the law "a big government solution"iooking for a
problem." But he commended
Hinkle for deciding that businesses could ban customers
from bringing guns on their
property.
More court action and
appeals may come, but the
judge suggested that attorneys
confer on whether they want
his preliminary injunction to
stand or schedule another
hearing in his Tallahassee
courtroom to argue the law's
merits.
Hammer was unsure if
more challenges would come.
"I don't have a crystal ball
Everybody is still reading and
rereading the order and figuring out where you go from
here. For us this is a huge win,"
she said
The Attorney ~neral's
Office is reviewing claims by
several large corporations that
contend they are exempt and
can prohibit their employees
from bringing weapons onto
their property. They include
Walt Disney World and Universal Studios.
A Disney security guard
was fired on July 8 when he
wouldn't let officials search his
car. The man had told local
media that he planned to challenge Disney's claim that it was
exempt from the law by keeping a gun locked in his car.
.
Under the law; the Attorney
General's Office can take civil
or administrative action
against employers. The law
also allows an employee to sue
a business if the law isn't followed ·

•
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Northrop Grumman Corporation has entered into a fiveyear research· partnership with
the College of Optics and Photonics.
Northrop has been investing
strategically in research institutions and has used these bonds
to solidify its standing in
research and development. It
has taken particular interest in
CREOL due to its standing as a
center of excellence in optics
and lasers.
. ''NGC noticed they were
sending lots of money from several oftheir divisions to CREOL
and each was negotiated separately," said .Eric W. Van Stryland, dean of the College of
Optics and Photonics and director of CREOL and FPCE, in e-·
mail ''This led to them coming
to discuss a closer partnership
with five of their seven divisions.''
NGC works in global
defense and technology for both
government and commercial
customers. NGC is involved in
information and services,
electronic solutions, aerospace
development and shipbuilding.
'We started working with
CREOL a number ofyears ago,"
said Dennis Fortner, senior
manager
of
intellectual

property
and
strategic have gone on to work for the
technology agreements at company, Stryland said The
company has voiced its willingNGC.
NGC has donated about $23 ness to support CREOL in
million to UCF over time, and a future endeavors.
''This may grow beyond just
research partnership was simgivi,ng
the university money, it
ply the next step in creating a
stronger relationship, Fortner may help fund engineering
research centers of ex.cell~"
said
This agreement is meant to Fortner said, "there's a lot more
reduce the amount of time than just funding."
Ifthis becomes a reality; UCF
spent on the legalities of future
will have gained even moi:e
advancements..
"[It establishes] pre-negotiat- from its association with NGC.
ed terms and conditions for This investment will have lastsponsoring and licensing tech- ing effects on the futures ofboth
nologies for the next five years:' parties, and create a mutually
satisfying partners.Q.ip to be
Fortner said
NGC's goal is to create a full · renewed
"The agreement gives
partnership with CREOL They
are investing in CREOL's ability heightened awareness of our
to create some form of intellec- partnership, in particular within
tual property during these five NGC," Stryland said. ''This
years, at which point it will look should lead to more interac·
into development. The agree- tions."
NGC is currently associating
. ment is expected to help
CREOL complete research and with CREOL and FPCE, but it
have the funding it needs to con- hopes that ifthis joint effort goes
well there will be an opportunitinue its growth.
'We have been doing ty to increase its ties to UCF a
1
research in partnership with whole.
''I think that this agreement
NGC for several years and the
agreement makes this easier for is really focused on the CREQL'
both sides with the expected organization, but there's probaresults that we will be doing bly other areas within the UCF
even more research with them umbrella that we should be
working with as well, and hopein the future," Stryland said
NGC has provided students fully rd like to see that expandwith more than just research ed a little bit beyond just this
funds. Many CREOL graduates one center," Fortl;ler said
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DOnate Plasma!·
Sometimes a Band-Aid,is not enough

~ind out,how thousands of people save lives arid earn extra CA$H by do~ating plas~a
reg~larly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable prod~cts for people~ iiwluding
children, with serious illrieses.
-

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the la.st 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
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UCF community to benefit

Groups push to get most votes
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~5 percent ofMBI agents work
m the narcotics division, with
the other 15 percent working in
vice and organized crime.
"He'll be a benefit to the
entire community," Lutz said.
'½.nd our resources here will
be a benefit also to UCF,
because although we work a
lot of narcotics cases out in the
area of Alafaya and University,
the benefit of having information coming from UCF Police
Department, and the persons
that provide information to the
police department will help us
do more work out in that area."
The name of the officer has
not been released, as the officer works undercover.
The process took about 30
days to complete, as the UCF
Police Department asked for
volunteers to be the first to
represent UCF in the nationally recognized task force. The
applicants were interviewed
by a panel made up of some of
the UCF Police Department as
well as MBI. Their selection
was based on the applicant's
background and performance,
"and to try to make sure we
had a good fit on the task
force," Beary said.
Beary also said that for
UCF to join MBI corresponds
with UCF President John
Hitt's goal ofbeing the number
one partnership university in
the nation.
"They are one of the
longest running task forces in
the country;" Beary said. "They
were unique, particularly at
the time that they were put
together, in that they come
under the authority ofthe state
attorney who has broader
jurisdiction on authority than
we do here at UCF or the
[Orange County] Sheriff's
Office does. So now they have
jurisdiction in the entire judicial circuit, which in this case,
is Orange and Osceola counties."
Lawson Lamar, state attorney for the ninth judicial circuit and creator of MBI, said,
'½ll the MBI agents operate
under the state attorney's
badge. We give all of them

PHOTO COURTESY MBI

The Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation's narcotics badge. The MBI is a multi-agency task
foKe that combats organized crime. It was formed in Central Florida in December 1978.

state attorney investigator cre- department."
dentials so that they can go
Again, the main hope is that
anywhere in the circuit, which the UCF area and the commuis Orange and Osceola county, nity at large can be just a little
to do their work"
safer.
With it being under the
Currently, Lamar has 128
authority of the state attor- pending first-degree murder
ney's office, two prosecutors cases and most of them have a
are assigned specifically to drug involvement in them, he
M:aI, which, as Beary said, said.
helps in investigations because
"Some UCF folk have
the ~vestigators benefit from become involved in these
their full attention and aid in things and they end up dealing
continuity. with people who are meaner
"They can help throughout than they could imagine,"
the making of the investiga- Lamar said. '½.nd we've had
tion," Lutz said. "They can be a some unrestrained violence
part of it, instead of just having with some of these drug cases,
the case dropped on. them at which not only do you have
the end."
people being victimized by the
Lamar said that aspect of drugs and the habituation and
MBI is a big reason for its suc- having to find the money to
cess.
pay for them, but the violence
"We're able to win most all between the dealers is amazof our cases because the agent ing. The students would be
has a lawyer available to them well advised to stay away from
all the time," Lamar said.
that stuff."
The success attained by
Lamar says the timing is
MBI comes full circle, Lutz right for UCF to be joining
said.
MBL
'We'll benefit from the
"It's extremely important
knowledge that we get from with the growing size and
the UCF agent and he'll bene- importance of UCF and the
fit from what he gets from all complexity of the situations
the other agencies here," Lutz that we're seeing in law
said.·~ lot of the local agencies enforcement, it's essential that
really enjoy that, when they MBI have UCF on board and
get somebody back that's been your police chief, Richard
in this task force. The person _Beary, is responsible for bringhas really learned a lot and ing it aboard," Lamar said. "I'm
then they can spread that very grateful to him for bringlearning throughout their own ing you in."

were 9,938 people who registered, which resulted in a 25.1
percent decrease.
And how did Florida as a
state look? In 2005, there were
561,959 people who registered,
and it decreased by 4.4 percent in 2006 with 537,053 registrations.
As of June 3 there are
621,681 registered voters in
Orange County, 27,557 in Seminole County and the state has
11,718,173.
King said he wants to register voters and not just for parties.
Joe Waczewski, vice president of UCF Students for
Obama, said he wants people
to register in Orange County
or get an absentee ballot to
make their votes count.

Democrats and very liberal,
and right here in the middle is
the more independent part of
the state. So, whichever campaign wins this part of the
state can win the entire state."
Whoever wins UCF can
win the state because UCF is
the school of the 1-4 Corridor,
according to King.
The UCF main campus is
almost straddling Orange and
Seminole counties. Orange
County had 29,616 people registered to vote in 2005, according to a Florida voter database.
In 2006, there were 33,944
people who registered to vote,
which means there was a 14.6
percent increase.
Meanwhile, 13,266 people
registered to vote in Seminole
County in 2005. In 2006, there

A1

Williams' shirt that displayed
''vote."
"I just want to shake every
kid to make them vote,"
Champion said. 'We can
make a difference."
"We have an on-campus
goal ofl0,000 of voters' registrations by October 6," King
said. "That's straight from the
campaign itself.
.
"If one side, Obama or
McCain, wins the UCF campus in the big way, chances are
we'll win Florida because the
1-4 Corridor - this area
between Orlando and Tampa
- is the battle ground for the
state of Florida. North Florida
is very conservative Republicans, South Florida is
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Patients re-learn to speak, write
FROM

A1

peutic setting doesn't necessarily transfer into the real
world," Whiteside said. "So we
put a lot of emphasis on community reentry work Studies
have shown there is a marked
difference in what a stroke survivor can do in a sterile environment as opposed to the difficulties in society."
According to the American
Heart Association, there are
. more than 5.5 million stroke
survivors alive today. Approximately 780,000 people suffer .
new or recurrent strokes each ·
year.
Some victims come out of
the ordeal with relatively little
mental or physical damage,
but a large majority of those
that survive a stroke suffers
permanent mental and neurological damage that only time
and therapy can correct.
Strokes can strike anyone,
and the patients in this summer's aphasia and general
therapy program proved just
that; they ran the gamut, from
UCF professors and physicians to housewives to one of
the inventors of the Abrams
tank, which has become a sta-

ple in modem warfare.
"We see about 20 to 35
stroke survivors a semester,"
Whiteside said, speaking of
the department in general.
"For the program we did this
summer, we had three
patients for each five-week
session. They were committed to coming four days a
week for five weeks, some
from as far away as Melbourne and Merritt Island.
That is quite a commitment."
For Whiteside and her
crew, the last 10 weeks have
cons~ted of two separate fiveweek sessions of the program,
with three patients being
taken on for each session.
They have watched their
patients interact with each
other and with clinicians from
behind two-way mirrors, had
"them work with assisted learning devices designed specifically for aphasia· victims, and
taken them on trips to places
like Barnes and Noble, Red
Brick Pizza. the UCF Arena
and the arboretum.
"It struck me how interested people were," said Roman
Nemec, one of the program's
patients. Before his stroke
three years ago, Nemec was a

supervisor for UPS air service
at all of the company's Florida
locations.
Since that time he has
undergone multiple therapy
sessions for speech and mobility; however, he still finds it
difficult to string together fluent sentences. He said it is particularly frustrating when
dealing with people outside
the clinic.
"It's more difficult out in
the community and with
strangers," Nemec said. "Some
people don't understand."
As their last trip of the
summer session of the program, Whiteside took her
patients to check out the stadium on Wednesday, where
they were given a grand tour
of the facility, which included
the locker rooms, the president's suite and the gridiron.
Whiteside is a pioneer in
groundbreaking studies using
the functional near-infrared
imaging brain scan, which can
capture real-time images of
the brain, and with a long
career under her belt, she
remains ever-optimistic for
her current patients, and she
openly welcomes new stroke
victims seeking medical help.
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BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

BASKETBALL

Stay up
late for
USA

NBA REF SENTENCED TO 15
MONTHS BEHIND BARS

NEW YORK- Disgraced ex-NBA
official nm Donaghy admitted that he'd
brought shame on his profession
Tuesday as a federal judge sentenced
him to 15 months behind bars for a
gambling scandal that still has the
league on the defensive.
U.S. District Judge Carol Amon
sentenced Donaghy to prison time
along with three years ofsupervised
release,saying he'd letthesportdown
by taking thousands of dollars from a
professional gambler in exchange for
inside tips on games- induding ones
he refereed.
Defen~ attorney John Lauro asked
Amon to give his 41-year-old dient
probation,saying the ex-official was a
gambling addict who destroyed"the
career he loved"and needed treatment,
not incarceration. Donaghy also had
sought to make amends by revealing
"the good,the bad and the ugly''about
the league's officiating,the attorney
added.
In the end,Amon refused Donaghy's
plea to stay out of prison, though she
imposed a penalty that was not as
tough as the 33 months he could have
received Donaghy must surrenderto
prison on Sept.23.

BASEBALL

.,

RAYS WIN RUBBER MATCH
VERSUS BLUEJAYS,3-2

TORONTO- Carlos Pena hit a home ·
run, Edwin Jackson won back-to-back
starts for the first time since April and
the Tampa Bay Rays defeated the
Toronto Blue Jays 3-2 on Wednesday
afternoon.
The Rays won for the fourth time in
six road games after losing seven
straight away from home earfierthis
month.
Jackson (7-7} gaveuptworunsand .
seven hits in five innings. He walked
two and struck out three.
FourTampa Bay relievers each
worked a scoreless inning to preserve
the victory.J.P. Howell pitched the sixth,
Grant Balfour struck out a pair in the
seventh, Dan Wheeler handled the
eighth and Troy Percival wrapped it up
in the ninth for his 23rd save in 25
opportunities.
It was the 347th save of Percival's
career,tying him with Randy Myers for
eighth on the all-time list.
Making his major league debut, Blue
Jays right-hander Scott Richmond (0-1}
allowed three runs and seven hits in 5
1/3 innings.

A recap of the UCF sports that defined the semester
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

There was not much of a
break this summer for the
Knights .. A variety of news was
made throughout UCF Athletics,
so with the anticipation of a
crowded slate of fall sports rising by the day, let's take a look
back at what we've experienced
over the past three months.

Baseball

BRAVES TRADE TEIXEIRA TO
ANGELS FOR TWO PLAYERS

•
•
•
•

ATLANTA-The Los Angeles Angels
already have the best record in baseball.
That didn't stop them from making a
bold move two days before today's
non-waiver trade deadline.
Wrth their sights set firmly on the
Worfd Series,the Angels pulled off a
blockbuster dealTuesday,acquiring
slugging first baseman Mark Teixeira
from the fading Atlanta Braves.
Los Angeles sent first baseman Casey
Kotchman and minor league pitcher
Steve Marek to the Braves, who raised
the white flag on this season after a
rash of key injuries.
Los Angeles went into Wednesday
night's game against Boston with an 11
1/2-game cushion in the AL West,byfar
the most commanding lead for any
first-place team. But the Angels were
more concerned with setting up a
roster that can go all the way in
October.
Teixeira is making $12.5 million and
will be eligible for free agency after the
season.
He is batting 183 with 20 home runs
and78
RBIs.
1,
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One of the biggest - and
infamous - events this summer
occurred during spring .final
exam period: The firing ofUCF's
longest-tenured coach, Jay
Bergman.
Bergman, who had served as
the Knights' head coach for 26
seasons, was fired May 1 amid
accusations of sexual harassment on a male equipment manager. Bergman has strongly
denied the allegations.
Pitching coach Craig Cozart
took over as the interim coach of
the Knights, who still had 10
games to play in their 2008 regular season. UCF finished the regular season at 4-6 under Cozart
and was quickly eliminated in
the Conference USA Championship.
Cozart was one of many who
interviewed in June for the role
of head coach. On June 12, former LSU associate head coach
Terry Rooney got the job. In his
introductory press conference
Rooney said: "I know what this

program is, and I know what this
program needs. And I'm what
this program needs right now."
Rooney completed the construction of the Knights' brandnew coaching staffJuly 24. As for
Cozart, he was named the head
coach at High Point University
on June 27, and two coaches
from UCF's 2008 squad joined
him.

Softball
After only three seasons in
Conference USA, the Knights
won a C-USA Championship.
They capped their championship with a 4-2 win over
Houston on May 10. Freshman
Tiffany Lane, who went 3-for-4
with a home run and three RBIs
in the title game, was named
tournament MVP.
The Knights earned the No. 2
seed in the Gainesville Regional
and advanced all the way to the
regional final against the Florida
Gators, the nation's top-ranked
team. Behind a flawless pitching
performance from Allison Kime,
the Knights beat the Gators 1-0
on May 18 to force a winnertake-all showdown later that day.
The Gators gained revenge and
advance to the College World
Series with a 10-0 triumph that
was called after five innings.

Football
Less than two months
removed from the Ereck Plancher tragedy, the UCF Football
team had to deal with the news
that senior cornerback Johnell

Neal had been shot. Neal, a
three-year starter for the
Knights, was reportedly shot
several times in the arm and
chest with an assault rifle while
standing outside in front of his
family's I:ome in Baton Rouge,
La., early m the morning of May •
9.
Neal arrived at a local hospital in stable condition as none of
his wounds were considered
life-threatening.
TV station W AFB in Baton
Rouge reported that police
arrested 23-year-old Emmanuel
Davis on May 9, 19-year-old Gregory Jermaine Robinson on June
18 and Stanley Grigsby on July 15,
and charged them all with,
among other crimes, attempted
first-degree murder.
Neal returned to Orlando this
summer to start work on a second undergraduate degree after
graduating with a degree in
criminal justice May 2. He is also
currently participating in team
practices and is scheduled to be
starting for the ·Knights when
their season begins Aug. 30.
The Knights were picked by
Conference USA'.s head coaches
to repeat as East Division champions July 16, but that prediction
may be hampered with the reprimand of two Knights this summer.
Fullback Ricky Kay was suspended from the team on June 23
after he was charged with a
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Certain words have come
to describe the long history of
the Olympic Games: Gold.
Champion.
Nationalism.
Stanozolol
But for the 2008 Beijing
Olympics, protests have been
the soup du jour. China's occupation in Tibet, several workers dying during the construction of Olympic stadiums,
workers upset about factory
layoffs and farmers a,ngry
about land confiscation everybody's got issues as the
games' opening ceremonies
are about a week away.
I am certainly sympathetic
to the causes, but maybe they
are just all upset because they
don't live in the Eastern time
zones, where this edition of
the Olympics will be at their
best:3a.m.
If you are reading this, you
are probably a college student
and a sports fan. I could~
further assumptions of wlio
you are, but I'll stop th~ for
simplicity.
You should know by prior
experience that there are few
events in this world more special than live, middle-of-thenight sports. You are up late
anyway, head buried in books
and about to explode after
learning about z-scores, chisquares and ANOVAs. If only
there was something on 1V to
at least have in the background; the soothing noise of
athletic competition.
But at 3 a.m., you are left to
make due with the eighth edition of that evening's SportsCenter and infomercials from
people trying to sell you a set
of knives and the latest male
enhancement product. Oh,
enthrallin~
·
But fear no more - the
Olympii:;s are near! NBC and
its vast families of networks
will be beaming out an average of212 hours a day out ofl2
sources. Between NBC and its
standard cable channels, such
as MSNBC, CNBC, USA, etc.,
competition will be available
for most days for 23-and-a-half
hours per day. The only
Olympics-free time will be
between 4:30 and 5 a.m. EDT.
That's perfect! That gives
you a decent half hour for you
to take care of all of life's secondary chores eating,
bathing, getting fresh air before locking yourself back
inside to see if USA Basketball
can rebound from its thirdplace finish in Athens at the
2004 Olympics. By the way,
Kobe, LeBron and company
can be seen live on USA at 2
a.m., on Aug. 14. Watch to see
if they can beat always-feisty
Angola
There's somethu:\g unique
about watching sports in the
dead of night. It's something
new and unusual, seen as an
exciting treat. It kind of follows the same line of reasoning behind sex in public
places.
But here, you'll never get
caught. It'll just be you, your
Tv, and Cuba v. China
women's volleyball early in
the morning of Aug.13.
So clear the slate; you've
got nothing to do for the next
three weeks. Your biggest concern will be to see if swimmer
Michael Phelps can win seven
gold medals. Your biggest
~th problem will be expandmg Tyson Gay's 100-meter
dash time out to 40 yards.
Root for whatever country
yo~ like. But, most of all, just
enJoy the sports at a time in
which you should be sleeping.
~
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UCF Football
:faced adversity

Schedule out
for Knights'
track and field

1
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Three home meets highlight the 2009 UCF Women's
Track and Field outdoor
schedule, which was released
Monday by head coach Caryl
Smith Gilbert.
The season opens March
20 when the Knights travel to
Miami for the Hurricane
Invitational where UCF runner Shantile Blackburn broke
the school's outdoor 800meter dash record last
- March. The following weekend, the team will return
home for the UCF Invitational, the first of the three home
events, which begins March
• 27.
The team begins April
· . with a trip to Gainesville for
the Pepsi Florida Relays
where the team broke two
school records in spring
2008. The Black and Gold
· will continue with a trip to
Miami for the Miami Elite
Invitational on April ll. The
following weekend, the
Knights will host its second
home event, the UCF Black
and Gold Challenge.
The Knights will be leaving the state for the first time
on April 23 to compete in the
UCSD/USOC Invitational in
California and the Penn
Relays Carnival in Philadelphia.
After a two-week break,
the team will return to action
May 9 for its final home
event, UCF Twilight.
The Conference USA
" Championships begin just
one week later in Tulsa, Okla.

The

.._

HOME COOKING
Of the nine events on the Knights'
outdoor spring schedule, three are in
Oriando: The UCF Invitational on
March 27-28, the UCF Black and Gold
Challenge on April 18 and UCF
Twilight on May 9.

'Irack and Field

STARS SHINING AGAIN
Lizzie Harris, Dione Thomas, Shantile
Blackbum and Sheree Carter return
for the 2009 spring season.They and
others contributed to the Knights'
total of 11 school records during the
2008 outdoor season.

Last season, UCF recorded a
third-place finish.in the 2008
C-USA Outdoor Championships, the best in school
history. Sheree Carter won
the school's first individual
C-USA outdoor championship when she won the
heptathlon title May 17.
The 2009 season wraps up
in Fayetteville, Ark., with the
NCAA Championships, June
10-13.
A successful 2008 season
led to some awards for track
and field athletes. Sophomore Lizzie Harris received
four awards, including Conference USA Track & Field
Female Athlete of the Week
on'Mayl3.
Four awards also went to
senior Dione Thomas, who
was selected to the U.S. Track
and Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association All-East
Region Team for the triple
jump. Thomas was also
selected as the Conference

A6

felony for acts of vandalism
inside Tower 4 on June 21.
Senior Phillip Smith, who
was slated to be the Knights'
starting running back at the
start of the 2008 season, was
dismissed from the team
July 22 for what head coach
George O'Leary called a
"violation of team rules and
policies."
Five
running backs
remain on the Knights' current roster. All of them are
freshmen.

UCF had historic '08 spring
Contributing Writer

A7

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Senior Dione Thomas set a school record in the triple jump during the NCAA East Regional
on May 31. The UCF Track and Field team announced its 2009 spring schedule Monday.

USA Track & Field Female
Athlete of the Week on April
29.
With Smith Gilbert leading them, the Knights had the
most participants qualifying
for the NCAA East Regional
in school history with 12.
Smith Gilbert is going into
her second season as the

Knights' head coach. In her
first year, she led the Knights
to 23 school records with 12
indoor and ll outdoor.
As the 2009 outdoor
season approaches, the
Knights look to improve
upon their 2008 spring,
which brought the program
to new heights.

The UCF Track and Field
team had an impressive year
under first-year head coach
Caryl Smith Gilbert. They
recorded 12 NCAA-qualifying marks or times and
broke 23 school records.
Some of those marks and
records were set during the
Conference USA Championships. The Knights finished third in the C-USA
Championships on May 17,
the best finish in school history.
Junior Sheree Carter
became the first athlete in
UCF history to win a Conference USA individual outdoor event championship
after capturing the women's
heptathlon at the conference championships.
Junior Dione Thomas
recorded a personal-best
and school record leap of
13.03m in the triple jump
during the NCAA East
Regional in Tallahassee on
May 31.

Men's golf
One UCF golfer stood
out among the rest this summer. Senior David Johnson
competed against some of
the nation's top amateur
players in the Florida State
Amateur
Championship

and finished in a tie for third
place June 22. Four days
later, Johnson qualified for
the U.S. Amateur Public
Links Championship, one of
10 individual amateur championships organized by the
United States Golf Association.
Out of 155 players, Johnson made it all the way to
the semifinals of the part
stroke play, part match play
event on July 18.

Women's golf
The UCF Women's Golf
team finished in 17th place
at the NCAA East Regional
on May 10, but just being a
part of the tournament was
a big accomplishment for
the Knights. It was their first
appearance in the NCAA
Regionals since 2002.
"We can build on this for
next year so we can make
another run at nationals,"
head coach Emilee Klein
said in a press release.
Rowing
The Knights' lightweight
8+ rowing squad, which
spent part of the spring season ranked as high as No. 3
in the nation, notched a
first-place finish in the
petite final of the IRA
Champion~hips on June 7.
The IRA Championships
are the oldest collegiate
rowing championships in
the United States.
This accomplished summer may be over, but look
on the bright side: Fall
sports are right around the
corner. Many of you are
chomping at the bit for football season, but don't overlook that the first Knights
take to the field Aug. 16, the
day that the UCF Women's
Soccer team begins its season in Tampa versus the
University of South Florida.
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Ashop sends more than 2,000 pounds of comics to soldiers
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ALEXA LASH
Contributing Writer

Comic book collectors and military men
united for a unique cause last Saturday: to
fight the war on boredom for their troops
overseas.
A Comic Shop held a donation drive July
26 called "Operation Sequential Art" to provide troops in Iraq and Afghanistan with
donated comics, sci-fl books and graphic novels.
There was a final box count of 65 30pound boxes - which equals about 15,000
comics - all donated in a single day.
With the added 400 pounds of comics
donated in the month before the event, A
Comic Shop will send more than 2,000
pounds of comics to the troops.
A Comic Shop was attempting to create a
record for most comics donated in a single
day to a charitable cause. The hope is to create a competitive spirit between other shops,
A Comic Shop co-owner Aaron Haaland said.

There are already other shops interested
including Famous Faces and Funnies, Tate's
Comics and Apocalypse Comics, Haaland
said.
.
"I wish more people thought about the
troops the way he [does]," said Bruce Yberg
about A Comic Shop's co-owner, Jason Blanchard. Bruce Yberg donated about 200
comics that he used to collect with his son.
Bruce Yberg's son, 29-year-old Bryan
Yberg, has been in the service for 12 years.
"He's a classic example of be-all-you-canbe. That's my son," Yberg said.
But why donate comic books?
"I know that they're still following 'hurry
up and wait.' Now they have something to do
while they wait," said Blanchard, a former
combat cameraman for the Army.
"Hurry up and wait" is when a soldier is
called to go somewhere immediately, and
then forced to wait extreme lengths of time
before any action takes place, Blanchard said.
Blanchard got creative with his other reason for donating comic books as he placed

another stack of comics in a box.
"Comics are great because they don't need
batteries," Blanchard said.
Charles Bowman, another donator,
believes that the literature will be a good distraction.
"When you get into a good book everything else goes away," Bowman said.
Besides Yberg, other donators were also
associated with the military.
"I'm ex-service too," said Joey Culotta,
another comic book donator. "I know how
hard it is for those guys there."
When he was abroad, his mother sent him
comics every couple of months.
·~y little bit of home is something,"
Culotta said.
While there were donators with a connection to the service, others were just glad to
help.
UCF graduate Joe Carey donated four long
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Roll out in support of local derby team
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Variety Editor

,

•

•
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The Mummy, Universal Pictures

Regal Waterfcifil Lakes :i:

541 N.Alafaya Trail,407-207-91101;,
The Mummy: Tomb ofthe Dragon Emperor
(PG-13) 11:45a, 12:30, 1:30, 1:50,[:30,3:15,4:05,
4:40, 5:10, 5:55, 6:40, 710, 8:05, 8:40, 9-10, 10:05,
10:40, 11J0, 12:25a, 12:50a

Swing Vote

.

(l'G-13) 1:05, 4:15, 7:40, 10J0

•
•

Step Brothers
(R) 12:15, 12:55, 2:45, 3:50, 5:15, 7:15, 8:00, 9:55,
10:55, 12J5a

The X-Files: IWant to Believe

(PGl-13) 12:00, 12:50, 2J5, 4:20, 5:05, 7:05, 8:15,
9:40, 10-35, 11:20, 12JOa

The Dari< Knjqht

•

(PG-13) 12:20, 1:00, 1J5, 3:10, 3:40, 4:25, 5:20, 7:00,
7:45,8:45, 9:50, 10-10, 11JS, 12:0Sa
Open Captioned & Desalptive Audio Showtimes
11:50a,6J0

A9-

The grassroots, do-it-yourself spirit of girls dolled up in
rockabilly/burlesque
glam:
black, green and purple, fishnets and quad-skates - the
T~urist City Terrors, Orlando's
flat track roller derby team, represent hardcore and feminine,
and the constant need to
fundraise.
The TCT's held a ''.A Car
Wash & Show" at Copper Rocket Pub in Maitland on Saturday,
earning $650 with local artists
Gasoline Heart, Bughead, Jim
O'Rourke and The Dyin' Days
performing that night.
The TCTs are a limited liability company that has so far held
eight fundraisers, raising more
than $2,000 to fund the team for
uniforms, bouts including onhand police and EMT services,
and rink time for practices.
Team members pay $20 a
month to continue membership
and rely heavily on their fan
base.
The vibe of Roller Derby is a
nostalgic exploitation of pin-up

rebellion. music played during a
bout being punk rock, rockabilly,
metal and genuine article country from the '50s.
''Its kind of underground, its
kind of punk rock, it's not your
typical thing, it's more interactive and it's kind ofa turn-on too,
just being honest," said Dave
Shaw, DJ and fundraiser coordinator for the team.
"You have a lot of people
with piercing and tattoos, the
tougher than the other side it's not the pretty girl playing
volleyball. more like the darker,
different side of people," said
Rachel "Gory Tory" Burch. a
political science major who will
be attending UCF in the fall and
bas been on the team since February. She hopes to be able to
balance Roller Derby with
school
UCF research coordinator in
the College of Optics and secretary for the team, Vicky · ~ chy Jane" Ortiz. envisions herself as the flipside G.L Jane.
'The derby persona is your
alter ego, basically, the person
you can't be when you're at
work,'' Ortiz said

instead of P.E. coaches and feel
like their in charge, independent

and equal citizens;' Shaw said
Roller Derby bouts with 20minute periods called jams. The
flat track is set up like a huge
zero with 10 feet between two
lines.
Packs consist ofup to 10 play-

a pivot who determines
the pace ofthe pack, followed by
blockers who skate shoulder to
hip, considered block and target
zones, to prevent the other
teams and a jammer from passing and scoring points.
A jammer, team president
Daniel "Six Gun Susie" Best,
must wait until the two teams
lap the trace, then the jammer
must speed skate, forcing her
way through the other teams
blocks and lap them to make
points for her team.
''Roller Derby, it's honest, it's
real," Shaw said "It's like
women's rugby on wheels,
except there's no ball It's very
physical and aggressive so it can
get really charged."
For more information about
the team, e-mail tourist_city_terers -

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Afew members of the Tourist City Terrors share a laugh between the 25 cars they washed,
a break from the heat during their team fundraiser at the Copper Rocket Pub in Maitland.

Owner Mariah ''Dazzler" Jett
always wanted to be on the
Seminole High School dance
team and admires a certain Marvel Comic X-man, blond in
skates, by the same name.
The current Roller Derby
revival began with the Lonestar
Rollergirls in Austin, Texas, in
200L
"It's not like your parent's
Roller Derby they used to watch
in the 70s that is very much
scripted like pro-wrestling;' Jett
said

Roller Derby is an allwomen's contact spon, skater
owned and operated, with more
than 1,000 amateur teams
worldwide from the U.S. to
Japan
"It's very empowering for
women. no matter your shape
your siz.e or your age, once you
hit 18, anyone can play, anyone
can be taught how to do this;'
Jett said
"One ofthe biggest attraction
for women to Roller Derby is
they can still look like women

rors@yahoo.com

MammaMia!

•

(PG-13) 12:05, 1:25, 2:50, 4:50, SJ0, 7J0, 8:10, 10:15,
10-.50, 12:45a

Space Chimps
(G) 12:25,'2:25, 4:30, 6:50

•

Hellbov II: The Golden Army
(~13) 10:10

Journey to the Center of the Earth
(PG) Digital 3D Showtimes
12:10,2:40,5:00, 7:25, 9:45, 12:20a

•

SHAUN BEVAN

Hancock

(PG-13) 12:40, 4:35, 7:35, 10:00, 12:lSa

Wall-E

..

(G) 11:SSa,2:20,4:55, 7:10

Wanted
(R) 3:50, 9J5, 12:l0a

Get Smart

(PG-13) 1:15, 6:45

-

Listings for Friday, Aug. 1

ONLINE COVERAGE
Look Mexico by Timmy McGo~n

•

Look Mexico takes the stage at Back
Booth and attempts to convert their
tour bus run on vegetable oil.

There for Tomorrow by Rachel Wilson
As fans cheered and cameras flashed,
local band There for Tomorrow played a
sold-out show Thursday at The Social.

Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly
The comic Watchmen formed the
foundation for The Dark Knight, but
who watches the Watchmen?

Quick Flix by WIiiiam Goss
Three-headed dragons and oneheaded yetis appear in The Mummy:

•
•

Tomb ofthe Dragon Emperor.
Go to www.CentmJFloridaFuture.com

HIGH FIVES
For the week ending July28
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Moooved by the grace
of a dontesticated beast

TELEVISION
1. America's Got Talent, NBC.
2. Criminal Minds, CBS.
3. 5o You Think You Con Dance, FOX.
4. (5/: Crime Scene Investigation, CBS.
5. Wipeout, ABC. I
FILM
1. The Dark Knight.
2. Step Brothers.
3. Momma Mia!
4. The X-Files: I Want to Believe.
, 5. Journey to the Center ofthe Earth.
HOT FIVE
1. "I Kissed a Girl:' Katy Perry. Capitol.
2. '1ake a Bow;' Rihanna. SRP/Def
Jam/lDJMG.
3. "Forever;'Chris Brown. Jive/Zomba.
4. "Lollipop," Lil Wayne feat. Static Major.
Cash Money/Universal Motown.
5. "Viva La Vida;' Coldplay. Capitol.
ALBUMS
1. "Untitled," Nas. Def Jam/Columbia.
2. "Tha Carter 111:'Lil Wayne. Cash
Money/Universal MotoY{n/UMRG.
{Platinum)
3. "Soundtrack;' Mamma Mia!. Decca.
4. "Viva La Vida or Death and All His
Friends;' Coldplay. Capitol.
5. "Camp Rock:'Soundtrack. Walt Disney.
CONCERT TOURS
1. Bruce Springsteen & The EStreet Band
{Camp Nou -Spain)
2. Bruce Springsteen & The EStreet Band
{Ullevi Stadion -Sweden)
3. Bruce Springsteen & The EStreet Band
{Emirates Stadium -London)
4. Bruce Springsteen & The EStreet Band
(Valle Hovin -Norway)
5. Bruce Springsteen & The EStreet Band
(Estadio Santiago Bemabeu -Spain)

DVD SALES
l .Batman: Gotham Knight, DC Comics
Inc.
2.Batman Begins, Warner Home Video.
3.Vantage Point, Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment.
4. The Ruins, Dream Works Home
Entertainment.
5. Superhero Movie, The Weinstein
Company.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Contributing Writer

The COMMA Gallery,
located on a busy two-lane
Virginia Drive, is easy to
miss among the nearby
shops.
Once inside, the art
enthusiast is treated with
an antique shop-style clutter of framed paintings
neatly hung or effortlessly
laid against the plaster wall
The showroom for
COMMA Gallery's monthly art exhibitions offers two
black wooden benches for
the enthusiast to take it all
in.
This month's exhibit is a
tribute to an animal that
goes by many different
names, but when there is
not a red cape or a stadium
filled with thousands of
spectators involved, this
animal is artistically captured in its most serene
moment against a backdrop
of breathtaking scenery.
This animal is the cow,
or the bull, or the cattle, or
the livestock, or the heifer.
"Their color can be
beautiful in itself," Tom
Sadler, a local artist and
painter of several pieces in
the exhibit, said in an e-mail
interview. ''You can't help
but appreciate them more
when you are in amongst
them with their horns and
their snorts and bellows
and tails flapping back and
forth to swat the flies."
Sadler had several
pieces of art in this month's
"Cows at COMMA" exhibit. One particular oil painting, "Taking the Plunge,"
illustrated a moment when
three cows cautiously wade
into a pool of water one
after another. Toe foremost
animai's eyes mirrored its
insecurities and determination to get across the pond,
while it's apprehensive
counterparts followed in
the wake.
Sadler makes good use
of reflection in ''Taking the
Plunge." The front cow,
neck deep in pond water, is
accurately reflected along
w.ith the water lilies and the
muddy bank of forest trees.
''You are controlling the
viewer's eye and leading
him from one cow to the
next and then to a tree and
it's reflection amongst the
lilies and back to the foreground cow again," Sadler
said
Realistic oil paintings
were not the only technique present at the exhibition. Instead, there was a
wonderful blend of personal styles and creativity from
various artists.
Elizabeth
Nelson's
pieces of work were imaginative and aptly placed collage of scrap paper and
what appeared to be magazine and newspaper clippings. When patched
together with a little bit of
added black, blue and purple paint, the image of a
curious, nose-first. close-up
of ''Daisy'' was formed
While otbers used oil-

based paint or collages of paper,
John Wilton used techniques
unlike any other at the exhibition.
The white nametag near each
piece of work read "Digital
Imprint." Imagine heifers on a
drug-induced trip packed with
bright green neon colors and
retro Polaroid pictures.
Also on the trail of bright visual eye candy was Sally Evan's
light spectrum of color paintings.
"I love the way Sally expresses
her own color sense and has fun
elaborating on what she sees,"
Sadler said. 'We all exaggerate
color at times but she takes it to a
level that makes her work easily
recognizable."
While a few artists try to capture a moment through their
imagination, Dan Newton captures his moments by camera.
The only photography piece in
the exhibit, "Josh and Victor:
Morning in the Scrub," hides its
photographic qualities quite well
Toe photograph shows a picture
of three cows grazing among the
morning fog with a backdrop of
tangled foliage. At first glance it
might appear that the grass and
scrub that surround the cows are
painted, but instead it is the just
work of an experienced photographer.
"I photographed [the cows]
because as a photographer, I see
the Florida landscape and its rich
culture slipping rapidly past us,"
Newton said. "In that brief
moment in time, I saw something that made me think of
times past when scrub cows use
to roam free on the Florida landscape."
Other artists who are featured
in the exhibition are Bernie Martin, Lynn Polley, Richard Colvin,
Karen Carasik, Stephen Bach,
Robin Pedreo, Grady Kimsey and
Wayne Hovis.
The COMMA Gallery hosts
new exhibitions every second
Tuesday of the month. The
"Cows at COMMA" exhibit will
continue to run until Sept. 5,
· 2008. For more information. call
407-894-4505.

Zappa's son plays Zappa's songs
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer

Fifteen years dead
the legacy lives, as
Dweezil Zappa, firstborn son of avant-garde
musician Frank Zappa,
plays cover songs of the
music that made his
father famous.
"I grew up with
Zappa; his music is a big
part of our lives," said
Tonya Manding, a 1996
UCF graduate. "Zappa is
unique; there is no one
like him; he's just so out
of this world. Sometimes, he takes chances
that other musician$
don't take.".
Remembered for his
tenacity and skill. Zappa
was a lampooner of
music fades: psychedelic, rock opera and disco
with songs such as
"Don't Eat The Yellow
Snow," "My Guitar
Wants to Kill Your
M~" "Catholic Girls"
and ''Why Does It Hurt
When I Pee."
The Zappa Plays
Zappa·tour first started
in June 2006, and features many of the ·musicians that were in Frank
Zappa's original act.
"I heard his music
my whole life; I love
Zappa because of my
dad pretty much. so I
was interested in seeing
it live," said Casey Martiszus, a junior mechanical engineering major.
''.As a guitarist, I'm
impressed with him as a
guitarist, like much how
he's developed ... he
wasn't great in the early
'90s when he was putting out solo music but
hearing
him
play
[Frank] Zappa music is
pretty impressive."
Throughout
the
evening, Dweezil Zappa
played many of his
father's hits such as
"City of Tiny Lights,"
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Guitarist Dweezil Zappa, son of the legendary Frank Zappa, performs tribute tour to his late
father at the Hard Rock Live at Universal City Walk as part of the Zappa Plays Zappa tour.

"On the Bus" and "Joe's Garage." both eccentric and diverse styles
For the number ''Fem-Bot in a music that included classical
Wet T-Shirt," a song that features music to songs performed
an exchange of dialogue at the entirely on bicycles to concepts
end of the song, a fake wet T- albums.
After his death, 21 more
shirt contest was held on stage,
featuring Dweezil and a cos- albums featuring his music
tumed performer exchanging where produced
the song's dialogue before dousZappa's son Dweezel was
ing the performer with water.
born Ian Donald Calvin Eclid
At the end of the night, Zappa, and, like his father,
Dweezil Zappa took song attempted to have a musical
requests, for their final song, the career as an adult, after working
audience wanted to hear the as a Veejay for the MTV network
song 'The Muffin Man" or "The during the 1980s. In 1986, he
Illinois Enema Bandit," and released his first album Havin' a
ended up playing "The Illinois Bad Day with Barking Pumpkin
Enema Bandit" before comirig records.
"[Dweezil] is the son of a legback for an encore.
Frank Zappa's musical career end, who's a guitar aficionado. I
was a long and prolific one that · mean, he's smooth; talent just
began in the early 1960s and blows out of his ass, he's unbeended in 1993 when he died of lievable,'' said Dave Hambone, a
prostate cancer.
Frank Zappa fan who saw the
Throughout his career, Zappa musician perform in 1977. "Some
produced more than 60 albums of the best music we've seen in
that featured a wide array of eight, nine years."

FL, GA, SC LAND SALE
River, creeks, hardwoods, natural pine,
planted pine, some with development
potential, all have excellent
hunting. View our website
for maps, timber data, etc.
St. Regis Paper Co., 478-987-9700

www.stregispaper.com
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All nerds unite to
combat boredom
FROM

AB

boxes.
"I hope it's a little diversion
until they get home," Carey
said.
Haaland had a different
perspective on his own nonmilitary status.
"I've never been a soldier
- I'm a nerd," Haaland said.
"But I think all nerds can unite
against boredom."
The event also included
signings from Chuck Dixon. a
25-year veteran, who donated
a box of comics, which included his own work, Batman. He
wrote Batman: Knightfall and
created several characters
such as Bane and the current
Robin.
Blanchard said Dixon was
specifically brought in for the
drive.
Dixon's presence brought
on more donators, but also the
on-running joke of the day:
"Chuck Dixon fought Chuck
Norris and won." Haaland was
responsible for the phrase.
But Dtxon made it clear
who the real heroes are.
"I really appreciate what
[the troops] are doing there,"
Dixon said. "They're making a
tremendous sacrifice."
Dixon said he knows peo-
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Packed/ stacked for shipping, more than
2,000 pounds of comics were donated to
help fight the "War <in Boredom."

ple who are or have been in
the military, and knows that
there are a lot of comic book
readers involved.
With the event's success
already established, A Comic
Shop will be hosting another
for tlie same cause. The drive
will be held November 5 to
coincide with Veteran's Day
and the launch of William
"Billy" Tucci's Sgt. Rock. Tucci
will be present at the event,
and will be holding the launch
of his mini-series at the shop.

Button mash to the world of rock
ALEXA LASH
Contributing Writer

At the Haven in Winter
Park, a small stage surrounded by giant JBL speakers sat
to the right, with 20 to 30 people looking on at two 14-yearolds with guitars - waiting,
waiting for their turn to compete in the Guitar Hero III
Tournament at the Haven on
July 22, with one UCF student
taking home the glory.
Jason Kuntz, a senior interdisciplinary studies major,
won for the adult's portion of
the Guitar Hero tournament.
Kuntz ranked 16th on scorehero.com in expert mode for
Guitar Hero III on the Xbox
360 console. Both Tyler
Beekhoo, returning champion for the kids, and the only
female competitor, Ruby
Quea, also mentioned this
online system.
"My secret is I go online
on expert," Quea said. "People online are so competitive.
It's a good way for me to play
with the big boys."
. Kuntz, known to the
online world as Vertiggo and
ParadiseLost421, has already
proved himself as one of the
"big boys." He represented
UCF in the Guitar Hero III
Madness Tournament in
March, where he came in
fourth in the nation. He also
just got back from California,

where he won a national tournament.
The tournament was split
into two parts: under 18years-old portion and an
adult's portion.
This was the second tournament that Thibault put on.
For those players who lost a
match, they could choose to
buy back into the competition
or challenge their competitor
to an on-stage rematch.
"It gives the
loser a chance to
move forward,"
said Brad Thiboult, the event's
promoter.
For Cody Kreppein, the
buy-in option helped him get
to second place. Cody lost his
first match then paid the buyin fee. He made it to round
two, then round three against
the reigning champ of the
juniors, Tyler Beekhoo.
Tyler is not the typical onstage rocker -14-years-old in
a long, light-blue buttondown and a pair of jeans. But
with little-plastic guitar in
hand, he rocked out to Slipknot's "Before I Forget," hitting a 602-note streak by the
end of the song. He won the ·
kids' portion of the tournament, defeating Cody for first
place and the continuing
honor of the first-place title.
Advice Tyler would give to
a novice player: "Focus, focus,

focus."
His father, Jeff Beekhoo,
brought him to the tournament.
"I'm very proud of him,"
Jeff said. "I try to take him to
as many tournaments as I
can. Whatever makes him
happy, makes me happy."
But for Cody, this was his
first tournament.
"I started on medium,"
Cody said. "But I worked my
way up to expert."
Cody's
father,
John
Kreppein, said the family
plays against each
other, including
himself.
The
adult's
competition
had
four
entrants.
This
was compared to
the previous
tournament
where
there was an
estimated
20 competitors, according to Thiboult.
But
what

was the reason for the smaller
turnout? Thiboult raised the
price to compete from $10 to
$20, and cut general -admission in half.
"That was pretty high,"
Kuntz said.
Prizes included gift cards ·
from Hot Topic, Spencer's
and Applebee's, along with
other local vendors.
Toward the end of the
night, Kuntz and Qµea went
all-out to win a special prize:
a $25 dollar bar tab. Kuntz
played on his back, on oneknee, behind the head, under
the leg, and paired up with
Quea by strumming for her
while she hit the buttons.
"I was just
playing
around and
having
fun,"
Kuntz said. He
won for the second time that
night.
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Introducing Our New M.S. in Information Technology Degree Program
Information Technology is the wave of the future. Now you can increase your earning potential by obtaining a master's
degree in information technology at Nova Southeastern University's Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences.

Choose one of five concentrations:
• Software Development
• Information System Security
• Educational Technology
• Information Security Management
• Information Technology Management

About Us:
• Convenient online and on-campus formats
• Cutting-edge faculty and curriculum
• Designated a National Center of Academic Excellence in
Information Assurance by the U.S. government
• M.S. and Ph.D. programs offered in computer science, educational technology,
information security, information systems, and information technology
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scisinfo@nova.edu • 800-986-2247 • www . scis,,nova. ,e du/msit
Nova southeastern University admits students of any race, color, s,exual orientation, and national or ethnic origin• Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane Decatur,
i, orgia 30033-4097, Telephone number 404-679-4501) to award associate's, bachelor's, ma5{¥'s, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
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UF Clinches.top
·p ..... school title
F

or the last issue of the ·
summer we thought we
would take a look at an
issue that deals with a relatively
lighter nature. Yes, it looks like
Gainesville has yet another
honor to add to its belt, but this
time rather than a sports title,
the award has to do with what
happens after the game is over.
The University of Florida was
ranked as the top party school
in the nation by the Princeton
Review Annual Guide, which
publishes the list along with
more than 50 other categories.
Whether this title is something to be proud of is up for
debate. Some students say they ·
aren't surprised by the ranking
and ·frankly, neither are we.
Freshman Allison Belanger, a
journalism and political science
major, said she's only been on
campus for a few weeks but
already 1:1-as had no problem
finding a party. She told the
Associated Vress that all she
has to do is leave her dorm and
there will be a party going on
somewhere near by.
The Princeton Review states
that tl?,e party school category
is based on the answers to a
combination of s_u rvey questions on the use of alcohol and
drugs, hours of study each' day
and popularity of the Greek
system.
UF President Bernie
Machen claims-that the party
atmosphere ,is most likely
brought. on by students who
study incredibly hard during
the week and use the weekends
to blow off steam.

Sorry, Bernie - that may be
what you would like to believe,
but the statistics show the
opposite. In the same Princeton
Review study, guess.who is at
the top of the list for students
that study the least? You
guessed it. According the
Gainesville Sun, UF has been
ranked in the top 20 party
schools since 2005, right about
when Machen started efforts to
reduce binge and underage
drinking.
Machen has tried to make
curbing alcohol abuse a top priority since his appointment in
January 2004. Four students
· died in alcohol-related inddents in his first two years as
UF president, which prompted
him to involve the Gainesville
community to address the
issue. He told the Gainesville
Sun, "It's fair to say it's a problem in our community and
we're working on it."
Apparently the Gainesville
City Commission doesn't think
he's working hard enough.
Commissioners proposed an
ordinance on Monday that
would require local bars to
apply for a special permit that
would let them serve patrons
between the ages ofl8 and 21. If
approved, the ordinance would
punish bars_with "excessive"
underage drinking violations by
revoking the permit.
The permit idea is an excellent one. Unde!age drinkers are
often admitted into bars and
then rely on friends· who are of
legal age to purchase ,d rinks. If
a bar's management can't con-

trol the distribution of alcohol
then they shouldn't have underage patrons in the first place.
As we stated earlier this
week, Gainesville is known for
being a traditional college
town, and with that connotation comes the hard partying
atmosphere. It's no coincidence
that West Virginia University
and Penn State University are
almost always in the top five
party schools. Morgantown,
W.Va., and State College, Pa.,.
are notorious for their small
town feel and large bar populations. West Virginia is certainly
no stranger to the list as they
have been named top party- ·
school seven times in the last 15
years,
· Perhaps the reason these
college towns_are alway.s making the list is because in relatively small towns likeJ
_
Gainesville there are usually
more bars per capita than any
other establishment.
Some of the other UF rankings this year include No. l in
the popularity of intercollegiate
sports and number two in "jock
schools," where sports and fraternities are popular.
Maybe if there was more to
do in Gator nation they
wouldn't have to worry about
students partying _themselves
into oblivion. That's not to say
UCF doesn't have a· reputation
for partying hard, but at least
there are more. options for students who would rather save
some brain cells. We congratulate UF on yet another title except this one you can keep.

Fo~ter knowledg~
or ~ccept inferiority
.

T

he aspiration to learn
and absorb knowledge is
· essential to human
nature. As humans, we have the
innate desire to explore the
world ofacademia and search
for solutions to life's ambiguities.
·
·
. This is what characterized
our past America in
which "the average American's
level of education rose by 0.8
years per decade between 1870
and 1950 and the average adult
had completed eight years of
schooling in 1890 and nearly 14
years by 1960," according to the

an

New York Times.

•

However, it seems as though
the technological world has
revolutionized the'way Americans behave and the thirst for
knowledge has been quenched
by the remedial nature of
American culture.
While pointing the finger
may be a temporary fix to this
problem that pervades the U.S.
education system, it is not a
viable solution that excites
action or reform. You cannot
force a person to learn; learning
must be the product of self-will
and must appeal to the person
without coaxing qr persuasion.
In the same New York Times
article, Heckman highlights
important characteristics that
affect children as young as age
5, when educational attainment
is disproportional: "motivation
levels, emotional stability, selfcontrol and sociability."
However, not everyone
agrees on how to handle educ~tional attainment as evidenced
by columnist David Brooks of
the New York Times, who references populists as they urge for
human capital policies, such as
radical labor market reforms.
He refutes, "It's not globalization or immigration per se that
widen inequality. It's the skills
gap. Boosting educational_
attainment at th~ bottom 1s
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unveiled an $18 billion educamore promising than trying to
reorganize the global economy." tion proposal ... _that seeks to
· improve U.S. schoo~s in part by
For years, America has had
the upper hand on its European rewarding teachers based on
counterparts in terms of educa- merit."
The Obama proposal inditional progress. For example,
cates· that this merit-based pay
"In 1950, no European country
aims to, "encourage teachers to
enrolled 30 percent of its older
continue to acquire needed
teens in-full-time secondary
. skills, enhance the expertise
school" while "In the U.S., 70
available within schools and
percent of older teens were in
improve learning for many traschool," as reported in the New
ditionally under-served student
York Times. At present, it is
groups."
plain to see that America is no
Additionally, Obama would
longer superior in educational
' supply $10 billion in funding to
growth.
improve early education for
Authors of The Race
pre-kindergarten children as
Between Education and Techwell as $18 billion per year on
nology, Claudia Goldin and
early education and K-12 educaLawrence Katz, emphasize the
absence of inequality once edu- tion. This demonstrates the
receptive nature of the Democ- .
cation overpowers technology
ratic Party and its candidate,
and likewise, the presence of
Barack Obama. We cannot
inequality once the imbalance
ignore problems that ultimately
is reversed.
and adversely affect our counTo help qualify the origin·of
this decline in education, James try. If we continue, our inferiority in terms of education with
Heckman of the University_of
foreign countries will one day
· Chicago explains what is not at
become subservient to their
fault: "It's not falling school'
incomparable advancement and
quality ... nor is it primarily a
superiority.
.
shortage of funding or rising
Brooks poses the question,
college tuition costs." Rather,
"Why did the United States. .
Heckman directs attention to
become the leading economic
family environments which he
power of the 20th century?" to
notes, "have deteriorated over
which he answers, " ... A ferothe past 40 years," according to
cious belief that people have
the New York Times.
While there may be interests the power to transform their
own lives gave Americans an
groups dedicated to educationunparalleled commitment to
al reform, there is no political
education, hard work and ecoparty. Therefore, it is difficult
to garner a sufficient amount of nomic freedom."
When did this mentality
concern to stimulate change.
Stereotypically, Democrats
become void of belief? When
did the idea of self-efficacy and
identify with the needs of
autonomy become trivialized to
minorities and therefore may
the point of ext~ction? If we as
gravitate more strongly toward
a society lose our desire to
educational development for
transform our own lives in '
the working class.
terms of knowledge, then we
For instance, Democratic
must simultaneously surrender
nominee Barack Obama has
educational proposals that war- our economic freedom and
watch our country fall prey to
rant acknowledgement.
intellectual destitution.
Accorping to The Hill,
"Senator Barack Obama (D-lli.)
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Going on the Web
and into the Future
www.centralfloridafuture.com.
As I take the time to write
On the new Web site, we will
my last column as the Editorbe featuring a new buffet of conin-Chief of the Future, I try
tent.
.
and look forward into the
You will be able to find inforspectrum of time and not stay
mation about breaking news,
muddled in the past.
events around campus, video,
I have fully enjoyed being
audio and photo galleries.
the editor of this newspaper.
Also, you will be able to get
Over this summer, my editoriupdates on your phone by signal staff and' I have worked as ·
ing up for text message notices.
hard as we could to provide
JEFF RILEY
The goal is to create a oneEditor-in-Chief
you with the most factual and
stop depot for everything yciu
timely news as pqssible.
need to know about what is going on
Ho~ever, there is more we will be
around you. I want to create a news
doing to get the news to yo:u-.
.
empire on campus because I am of the
Starting during the break, I will be
opinion that you, as a student, should
serving as the Online Editor. This will
never have to look anywhere else for
mark a brave turning point for the
Future.
·
newsatUCF.
So stay tuned, and keep yourself
During the fall semester, there will be
updated
a redesigned version of our Web site,

READER VIEWS

Cook is justified in his
Eucharist sharing action
'I am surprised by the response of
many Catholics, if the details reported in
your "Body of controversy'' article are
accurate. Catholics believe that the
cracker is not a symbol of Jesus' body, ·
but is actually a part of the body. Therefore,.it seems to me that Cook was taking
the message of Christ in the most literal
sense to his friend
I've experienced-the Catholic Campus Ministry service before. As a nonCatholic, like Cook's friend, I have been
told I am not allowed to participate in
the Holy Communion. However, as a
Christian, I believe I most certainly am.
This is not out of disrespect to the ·
Catholic beliefs, but out of respect and
devotion to my own.
I have mixed feelings about Cook
(and all Catholics) saying who can and
canriot partake in Communion, but he
was definitely right in wanting to share
the act with his friend It is not Cook
who got the message wrong this time; it
is those who stand in the way of believers reaching out to non-:-believers.
AARON BRAND
ANTilROPOLOGY MAJOR

Medical amnesty policy
should be reconsidered
Kerry Welch should research the history of the previous medical amnesty .
.plan and the initiators of it. The medical
amnesty article quoted Mr. Welch as saying "The reason for the proposal was
sparked by problems with alcohol ... The
reasonable approach would be to apply
it to alcohol first and then take further
steps if it's effective." This quote is a flatout distortion of truth. While I respect
Mr. Welch for his work and dedication to
students, I urge him to realize that
medical amnesty at UCF was the brainchild of Tma Kimball, the former
president ofNORML@UCF.
Moreover, the policy was picked up
by Caroline Talev, the former secretary
ofNORML@UCF. Furthermore, Derek
Harris was most recently aided by Justin
Martineau, a former president of
NORML@UCF. To say that all these
drug policy reformists were only interested in mediaal amnesty because of
''problems with alcohol" is an absurd
notion and should not be so easily
believed by students and readers. While
alcohol is one of the most dangerous
substances for the average college student, safety should not be restrained by
public perception.
I urge the administration to reconsider its position on medical amnesty and
the inclusion of illicit substances. To say
it would taint e image of the university
is not wise, seeing as how Ivy League

universities are not tainted by the pr~
grams; seeing as how near 70 percent of
students surveyed by Derek Harris and
the administration wanted the inclusion
of illicit substances; seeing as how the
administration's salaries are burdened by
the backs of the students, the same students who are being excluded from a
medical amnesty policy meant to prevent deaths. I urge Dr. Ehasz, President
Hitt and Mr. Welch to reconsider their
position and advocate safety over the
perception of safety.
BRENDON RIVARD
PRESIDENT OF NORML

Catholic Communion
·sharing not holy bigotry
I am a UCF alumnus (bachelor's of
political science in 1993; master's of
biology in 2003) and a Ph.D. candidate at
the University of Arizona. When UCF
makes national news, I automatically pay
attention, and recent UCF news is disturbing. .
I refet to the cases of Webster Cook
. and Benjamin Collard, in which the former pocketed and later returned a
Eucharist cracker. The hyperbole siu-rounding this case is absurd, the implications chilling.
A spokesperson for the Catholic
League has suggested that Cook's
actions qualify as a hate crime, and his
impeachment by the student senate
seems to echo this sentiment. Catholic
Campus Ministry has not only called for
Cook's expulsion. buthave filed a complaint against Collard, who was not
involved in the incident. The claim that
this was a hate crime dilutes the phrase
to the point of rendering it meaningless.
Equating this case with genuinely hatemotivated lynchings and beatings belittles the seriousness of these crimes.
There is no reason to suspect that
Cook's actions were motivated by antiCatholic bigotry. Further, to qualify as a
hate crime, there should have been a
crime, and there is no evidence that
Cook broke any law. The only part of
this case that comes close to being a hate
crime is the death threats that Cook bas
received
In fact, neither Cook nor Collard has
done anything that merits disciplinary
action. What Cook did ( Collard did
nothing) is violate the internal rules of a
private organizatio_n. UCF should not be
in the business of enforcing such rule~.
Any consideration of disciplinary action
toward Cook_or Collard should be abandoned immediately. P~rsecution of Cook
and Collard is just that, and the administration should speak out against it. This
case, and the national coverage it has
received, is an embarrassment to UCF.
MATTHEW.D.HERRON
UCFALUMNUS
>
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555.
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES
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VISA, MC, AMIDC,
Discover, Cash, Check

100
125
150
17S
200
225
250
27S
300

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-lane
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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FOR RENT:
I~
~Homes

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Courtesy Host Needed
12am-8am shift, clean driving record
required. Apply in person:
11850 University Blvd or fax resume
to 407-380-8701, attn: Rachel or Ben
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SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELLI Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

-------- 1
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Executive search and recruiting
firm Is In need of agresslve and
energetic PT sales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando office. 321-257-0812 or
Wllllam.S@CrawfordThomas.com

Seeking part-time office assistant for
local office near UCF. Microsoft Office
skills a must. Ideal candidate will have
an inte'r est in real estate/marketing and
experience with Adobe Creative
Suites. Email resume to:
amanda.gifol@era.com

PHONE PROS NEEDED
WEEKLY PAY
COMMISSION BASED UP TO 45%
M-F
MUST BE AGGRESSIVE
MAKE UP TO 2500 A WEEK
407-668-2500
PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assis.
manger, maintenance, & grooming
assistant posistions avail.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net••• email
resume to lnfo@dogdayafternoon.net

I
1,

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Builder is searching for sales agel'lt to
sell homes from our model home.
Experience a plus. Work available
immediately with guaranteed pay. No
license required. Full-time or part-time
available. Please contact Lazaro
Rodriguez at (407) 695-1064.
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
deliv-ery. Pickup/SUV a + but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
· license/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245
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ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Avail ableI
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
.experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, han:1-worklngl
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnlghtNewapapers.com.Babysitter needed for 2 yr old starting
8/20 for Wednesdays and Fridays.
Oviedo home, must have experience
and references. Call 407-971·5971 ·
Nanny wanted Monday through Friday
2 to 4:30 for 2 children of professional
couple starting 8/18. Some flexibility on
days/hours. Call 407-240· 1040.

1300sq ft of Brand New commercial
space available. Located within the
beautiful Oviedo Town Centre ·
community. On Oviedo Blvd . Part of a
new development. Could be,used as a
· nail, or hair salon. Please contact
Denisse 407•7 41-8600

Sonic Franchise Looking for

MANAGEMENT
who are quick to learn,

hard working & love customers.
Quick Service Restaurant experience preferred!
Potential to earn $60K.
Locations throughout the Orlando market.

$8/HR 15·20HRS/WK FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE GENERA[. COMPUTER
KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED.CASSELBERRY. SEND RESUME TO
SALES@CHEAPTRONICSDEPOT.·
COM
Downtown Orlando Cathedral seeks
PT help in our Nursery caring for
children age 3 arid under. Previous
childcare experience required. Email
Jennifer Crone at
stlukesnursery@hotmail.com.

» Adult/Children Case Mgrs.
» Family Care Mgr.
» Licensed Therapists
» School Thera_plst

Gufffront Parlors

and Sandpiper S1,1ites

·» Substance Abuse Counselors
» Therapist
» Therapist (Hernando County)
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4/2.5/2 UCF/Waterford $1575 &
3/2/2 UCF $ 1375 + security dep
both. All appliances, celllng fans
In all rooms, pest control & lawn
maintenance Included. For more
Information call 407-568-7608

During the 2008-2009 season!!
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19TH 5PM - 7PM
Held atthe RDV Sportsplex • 8701 Maltland Summit Blvd, Orlando FL 32810
Please bring copies of resume, and be prepared to Interview on site.

VISIT WWW.ORLANDOMAGICCAREERS.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SEMINOLE COUNtY
SHERIFF'S OFFICE
A leader in progressive law enforcement serv.ices, is seeking a highly
qualified SENIOR CRIME ANALYST. This position is responsible for
maintaining a· crime statistics database, developing offender profiles,
technical work compiling and maintaining crime statistics, crime
mappings, and investigative support. Applicant:; must possess a
Bachelor's Degree in Criminal Justice, Social Sciences or a closely
related field with coursework in statistics or mathematics. A Master's
Degree in a related field or an equivalent combination of training and
experience (Crime Analysis and Mapping Certification or Criminal
Profiling Certification) is desirable. Previous experience in crime
analysis is desirable. All applicants will be subject to extensive background investigation including employment history verification,
education/training verification, criminal record, computerized voice
stress analysis, physical and drug screening. Closing date is August
18, 2008. Applicants may download application from
www.seminolesheriff.org or apply -in person to:

SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
100 Buah Blvd (across from Flea World on 17/92) Sanford, Florida 32773
I!·,• SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
to cl d lVL'f'~t' ,,. i 1 ddnnJ• 111d 1-..; ,Hl ,•qudl nppPr11n11ly, mplny,·r
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UCF AREA· MANY HOMES
AVAILABLE! From $900/month l
VIP Real Estate Sales, P.A.
407-482-8598
Econ/Univ area 4/2/2 new
neighborhood Close to UCF & 417
$1725.00/mo Call Joe 407-222-7942

,,

Mobile Home 2/1 on canal to Lake
Jesup. Private lot 1 mile to 417, $650
call 407-365-1586

MUST SEE!!!

(.

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
E:ambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

HAWTHORNE GLEN

3/:!

Townhouse for rent. Across from
UCF. Downstairs tile w/ half
bathroom, car garage, upstairs
carpet. $1900/Month. Call (305) 4840127
4/2 newly refurbished home for _rent, 1O
mins for UCF, located at 13631
Springtide Court, call 407-384-5908.

Home For Rent. 4Bdr/2Bath,
2 Car Garage. Located 2.5 MIies
From UCF Main Cami:'us. Lawn Care
and Pest Control Included. $1,800/Month: First Month and Deposit
Required. Call J.P. at 407-948·
3884

(J

2/1 duplex·on cul de sac near Dean &
Univ avail now. Big fncd yard. New A/C
& paint. Small pets welcome.
$850/mo. Call 407-405-3642

Huge 4 or 5 bedroo,v home for rent
In Avalon Park. It offers 3 bedrooms
upstairs, Including a big master
suite. There Is a separate bedroom
suite downstairs. This home also
offers a massive bonus room that .
can be used as a 5th bedroom or a
media/2nd family room. The kitchen
· boasts stainless steel appliances
and cherry cabinets. Thia home Is
loaded with upgrades. It Is perfe.c t
for students because of all of the
separate areas. The deposit Is
negotiable, cable Is Included, and
first month's rent Is reduced. Call
now for addltlonal photos or to
come see this great hous . Very
c.onvenlent to UCF, 408 and 417.
Please call 407.443.5504
3/2 House FOR RENT! W/D, 2-Car
Gar., Lg.Backyard, incl lawn malnt. < 5
min. from UCF, New Tile , Neat &
Clean, New Paint. Call 863-289-2376
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
Included. 1/2 ml. from UCF, W/0. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388

Work Orlando Magic home games at the Amway Arena

l

Beautiful 3/2 custom dupl!;!X. 2 miles to
UCF. 1150 sq ft. Appliances & lawn
service Incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo. + security deposit. 407·"359-5001
Rent or Lease Purchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/D,
tile floors, living room and d ining area.
Great investment for college student. 1
mile from UCF call 407-340-8124
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388
Chuluota-2 bd, 2 bath 2 car garage,
large workshop, screened porch, family
room, fenced yard, lakefront.
$1080/month, aug. 1st, 407-365-3648
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. ·1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Avail. August
Hurry, wont lastlll $779/mo.
Call 954-648-6644
4/3- 1 acre home w/ garage on lake
near UCF. Upgraded appliances, W/D,
lrg family room. $1900/mo. Avail. Aug.
Call 305-393-0249
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Large 3/2, 2 Car Garage
Screened Patio, 1,800 square ft •.
$1195
Available NOW
3/2 In Hunter's Trace $1150/ mo
Avail ASAP
2/2 Town House, Includes W/D, across
from UCF • $675/mo
call- 407-898-9010 x 104
www.propman.com

(

<

Renters Stop Wasting Mdney
Special ZERO down home loah
programs help renters to become
owners. Free ,d etails pcarter@remax.·
net. Paul Carter REALTOR 407-925·
2734 Remax Town and Country
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage for $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move In Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

(

•
•
•
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Apartments
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Attn UCF & Full Sall

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a

Students

house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427
CLEAN, NEAT and FURNISHED
Waterford Lakes room in home avail.
"UTILITIES" included. Short term OK.
$500.00 Call Carl 407.538.3394 or
cbfw@psualum.com
F needed for 4/2 home with pool in
Casselberry. $600/mo all util incl. Must
love dogsl 407-470-3083 or
mrshammer@cfl rr.com

Check this deal out either $500.00
cash paid to you upfront OR you
pay $499.00 mnth vs. the $540.00
normally charged.
You get your own bath, bedroom,
and common llvlng area, and
kitchen, use of pool & workout
facllltles.

•
•

Room for rent in 3/2 home in
Ashington Park. New and clean. 5
mins from UCF. Quiet community,
avoid traffic. High-speed internet,
wireless, and premium cable.
$495/mo util incl. Call 407-595-1183

If you are Interested In llvlng In
comfort whlle you attend school
please contact for further detalls
at anglecmar@yahoo.com or 386867-2344.

MUST SEE!
Luxury Gated 2/2 Condo w/Oual
Master BR w/d Incl and free cable.
Only $950/m.

Thr, Waverly on the Lake!
4t

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

16th floor 2/2 Downtown luxury condo
$1750 Walk anywhere downtown or
Thornton Park! The downtown lifestyle
awaits you. Available Aug. 1st call 321278-4600
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
August: $475/roommate + 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready w·lth
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

•

Grad student seeking female
roommate for 3/2 home in Waterford
Lakes. $450 plus utilities. Email
TLCDream02@aol.com or call 561445-6079.
HI! Im a Senlor/f @ UCF looklng for
a female roommate In my 2/2 Winter
Park/UCF area apt, you'll have your
own room and br, great parking,
Washer/dryer In home, great pool
area, sauna, Jacuzzi, and amazing
locatloril The apt Is centrally located
between UCF and downtown and
across the street from Fullsall. $200
deposlt,$450 + 1/2 electric.Small
pets are ok.Call (321) 594-3421 or
(239) 283-4336 or emall:
atsnumberonefan@yahoo.com
Room f,or Rent! Nice, Clean Home,
Private Entrance & Bath, All utilities
included, Private AC, Fridge, $200
dep. Call Gabriel 407-474-3708
Chrisitan F in Oviedo renting furn. rm.
12x13. 9ft closet. In duplex to F.
Private bath, household priveleges.
$530/mo. util. incl. N/S 407-366-7136

Room for

Half Off First Month Rent!

•

•

•
•
•

1 room Avall. In 4 room house.
$575 month Includes everything. 3
guys ijrs/srs) llve In other rooms.
Corner of Alafaya & Chapman In
Oviedo. Don't deal with Waterford
traffic! Only 4 min to UCF. 12 mo.
lease starting August 1. CalVEmall
Steven. 407-6161628/skay99@tampabay.rr.com
2/1.5, $1300, kitchen, laundry, gym,
pool, UTILITIES INCLUDED, Baldwin
Park. Month to month, one mqnth
deposit, 407-739-8891, Gina
M/F wanted for furnished 3/2 home
on lake. Walled Comm, 6 mlns to
UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll. Non. Smoker, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Available Aug.
Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448
AVALON PARK: Bedroom v,,ith private
bath in a 4/3 house. $500/month all
utilities (cable, water, internet, elec)
included. 20 min fron UCF. For more
info. call/email
thefrig,epenguin@gmail.com, (843)° 298-2074
M/F needed for 4/2 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom.
$500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
.Call Maria 407-470-3824

•

Fem. looking for female roomate to
share nicely furnished 2/2 off Alafaya,
$500 + 1/2 util. Call Jeannine at 321439-9376.

rent in 6 bedroom

home. Behind UCF: Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
Individual leases available in a newly
refurbished 3/2 furn. or unfurnished
home off University. 7 mins from UCFI
Mature or grad studen1 wanted.
$525/mo util. incl. W/D (407) ·617-0805
Responsible N/S Male to share
beautiful.fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1/2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath.
ceiling.new appliances,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
avail. now - Call 813-763-5517
Room for rent In 3/2 available NOW!
$500 ·a mo. Inc. utlltles. F preferred.
. Must be pet friendly (dog), clean,
and responsible. House off Rouse &
50. Please contact Luisa: 954-8646271, lkapanama86@hotmall.com
Room for rent in 3/2 house near UCF.
Private bedroom and bathroom
included. Th~re is also an office for
use as well. The rent is 520 plus 1/2
the utilities. Only a total of two
• roomates, avail. now. Looking for a
clean, _qujet grad student. Please call
or e-mail Noel nmarie39@aol.com or
(561) 302-2998.

n

1 room avail in 4/2 Male preferred.
10 min from UCF. $525/mo ALL
UTIL INCL! Avail 8/1 ($150 electric
cap) Call 813-264-9284
1,2 Rooms Available ASAPIII Dean
Rd.Fem'a le.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(includes utilities) 609-330-3673
Female roommates neeoed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional' at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
Room. avail. in 3/2/2 $625 River Park
subdiv. private bath, 3 mi to UCF, furn.
New appl. W/D, utilit incl. Must be 25 &
up. Bkgrnd chk. Jorge 305-527-5415.

3/2 Manufactured Home 1600sf,Split Plan, LIKE NEW, Appliances
Included, 2 Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes
to UCF, Beaches, All Ages.Why rent
when you can own? Reduced to
$36,990K Call 407-281-6732
3/2- 2car garage. Fncd yard, scrnd
porch. NE1ar UCF, 408 and Waterford.
Incl appliances. New W/D. $190,000
Call 407-282-2024
Mobile home for sale 12x64 3 BOA
2bath.Screened porch and storage.
Washer Dryer . Mai Tai Village off
Goldenrod minutes from 408 and
airport access. $9500 OBO.

'--

:t
Entertainment Center for Sale
Excellent condition, adjustable modular
construction
Top shelf and cabinets have 3-level
lighting
Side & bottom cabinets for storage
Dimensions: 28"w x 22"d (each s,ide
pillar)
Price: $600.00 / OBO, ready for pickup
in the Oviedo area
Contact: Vic 407-736-2267 (7am to
3pm) or
407 365-3366 in the evening
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Room for rent in 3/2.5 townhome in
Avalon Park. Furnished living area with
wireless internet, 50• TV, community
gym, pool, tennis and basketball
courts. $550 everything included. Call
Mike (954) 234-3953
Room for rent. M/F. $500, Includes:
all utllltles cable/HBO Internet
washer/dryer & pool 5 MINS FROM
UCF. Matt 863-698-01
or 863-3701997
Room's available In great
neighborhoods close to UCF. Rent
Includes ALL utllltles- water,
electric, high speed wireless
Internet and dlgltal cable. Perfect for
students! 525-550. contact Ryan for
more Info at {321)258-1391. ·
Roomate Wantedll!!
Lik& New House 1/2 Mile from UCF
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, furnished
living room, full kitchen, cable tv and
wireless internet. This and all utilities
for just $550/month
Facebook Dan Souto or email
sourpatch64@aol.com
Roommate Wanted
Gated Community 5 Minutes from UCF
on Alafaya Large Room/Closet w/
Balcony shared bathroom
$595 per month + 1/3 electric
Cajl Dc1na at 407-376-1636
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C> Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at w~.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Baby's call
5 Fruit coolers

AFFORDABLE DENTAL PROGRAMS
Only 19.95 a month for your Entire
Household
Instant Savings - pay a discounted fee
at time of service.
No limits on visits or services .
Most ongoing dental programs included
Includes Vision, Prescription &
Chiropractic
For more information call Gene
Edwards at 407.977.6637 or 99 to
www.mybenefitsplus.com/btedwards

Public Notice: Property located on
67923 US 33 Goshen, IN 46526
belongs to Debra S. Davis. It is not
adandoned or unclaimed. A letter
questioning assets has been mailed to
the trustee via certified mail
#70080150000292810924. Trustee
Equifirst Corporation has yet to
respond.

9 Stroll
14 Lab culture gel
15 Mrs. Copperfield
16 Uncovers
17 Kate or Tim
18 Frozen fall
19 Traction aid
20 Faculty status
22 Camp bed
24 Daily Planet
reporter
25 Ill-humored
26 Aromatic cordial
28 Inspects
carefully
31 Six feet of
water
32 Rub out
33 Arts and~
36 Chasing game
37 Big name in
beer
38 TV soundstage
41 Chin whiskers
43 Martin or Allen
45 Jeweled
coronets
48 Gussied up
50 Roundabout
53 Medley
54 Hoof noise
55 Great Lakes
canals
56 Use intimidatfon
59 Part of ROK
61 Opposed to
63 Ledge of a
window
64 Turn inside out
65 Kite end
66 Elevator
pioneer
87 Brief
68 _gin fizz
69 Back of the
neck
DOWN

1 Trading place
2 Pulitzer winner
011958
3 Crulsln' locale
4 Difficult
5 Stick last
6 Morgue
acronym

5 minutes to UCF- lakefront

@ 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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. 7 "Fear of Flying"

7/31/118

Solutions

writer Jong
8 Beauty parlor
AMASSISMALLl}Jl~
9 Alphabet ,
0 E L T A
H ANO I
~~~
opening
EAT E N OP I N E ~J__f!
1o Croquet sticks
S L 0 T T E D• Ml N D S E T
11 Save your !
12 Attached shelter
- s A N D R A• S A U C E
13 Hold in high
s u MO • H . y~ . I _ ~ S PED
regard
AM A N [) A • T EA S
21 Deception
ON
SUR FIEIRISI
C A R S -...-23 Squabbles
S C A 8 •N OR M A L
27 Fri. follower
28 Preferred
B E B EFL EC T • 0 B E Y
student
A L ARM•V E R E E N 29 Important period
MA DE I R A• OR A· T 0 R S
30 Dundee
B I G
DOGMAIVAGUE
resident
EG R E T
S L E E K
34 Shad delicacy
35 Domain
TESTS
S E E D S
37 Detective's load
Last issue solved
38 Mexicali miss
39 "All About "
40 Tycoon Turner
:,f \...,Ul ~JIOll
tf.0 MUUlt:IUUCHIIY
41 Complainers
58 Different
Involved
42 Rowboat rower 47 Worshiper
60 Had brunch
43 Reciter piece
62 Yucatan
49 Offering no
44 Dons to test flt
uncle
resistence
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Solution and new-puzzles in next issue's
Classifieds

"'

-FREE
NEWS
ON YOUR CELL .PHON·E

.,

FROM THE CENTRAL FtORIDA FUTURE

•
•

.BtA/afaya Trail

11801 Boanlwalk Drive• Orlando, fl 32828

SUMMER
SPECIALI

•

•

•

Reply A to set alert.

S545/010.

•
•

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

L m tad Av llabllltv

Take ATour Todavl
And Emer To WIN one 01
Our Weeklv Prize Drawinusl
Alafaya Trail·

How Do ·1Text UCFNEWS .to 44636?

f,onoww

•AlilfllYll Trllll

•

••

J\ttent1011 stuaentsl
r tL

i on or C m u

Y>0 ard wa4-,s Closest To UCF

•
•
•

Internet
Swimming
Pool

Included Utilities

'

Electric

Wlre/eH
In Clubhouse

....-rfl
Cable

Phone

www.boardwalkapts.net

··· Call Today For Rates and Specials 407-384-8626
•

(eutraf 1foriba 1uture ·
Receive FREE, real-tiine news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates ~ply
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University of Central Florida

Parking &· Transportation

.Services

JJ

,/J

Permit Regulations:

rii'i.:.:_;;~-::-AJ 345678
EX~RESAUG

3 1, 2009

l/l/1/////f/d/l//.llli!!I/ '

.

· .A permit is required for all motor
vehicles pa.rked Oh campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at .Garage .
Bor mailed to your home.

>,

'

Daily permits are also available.

,,

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Calla tow truck
• Tire Inflation
• Give directions

Parking Services Office Hours·
Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m ..;. 5 p.m.

,,

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.'ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

•
•
•
•

Pay fpr your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and pick up your permit..
·• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered off line!
www.parking.ucf.edu .
For info call: (407) 823-5812

/

